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Figure 1: The global FinTech market is rapidly growing, with double-digit growth
expected for years to come, in part driven by the 25 themes outlined in this report
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This is the first of a two-part series centered around our 4 Annual FinTech Conference in
which we will explore a selection of the key themes impacting the global FinTech environment.
We will be releasing the second part following the conference in which we will recap the key
takeaways and perspectives shared by our presenters, representing over 75+ major private
FinTech companies (listed in this report, subject to change).
th

Payments, Bank Technology, & Infrastructure: While the FinTech landscape is ever
evolving, we present eight emerging themes in payments and four within bank technology
and infrastructure that we believe are likely to play significant roles in future commerce and
technological enablement of both new and traditional financial services businesses (with an
emphasis on themes relevant to our upcoming conference). On payments, we provide
overviews of topics including faster payments, omnichannel, cryptocurrency’s potential role,
open banking, and more. Within bank technology and infrastructure we focus on the
technologies that support the consumer- and merchant-facing FinTech companies,
covering themes such as the bank technology barbell, the debate over outsourced or inhouse development, banking-as-a-service, and the evolution of open banking.
Distribution of Financial Services & General Industry Themes: Some of the most
important outcomes of the innovations made in FinTech are the new ways in which financial
services are being distributed to consumers and businesses. Through eight themes, we
share key considerations for the new ways that financial services are being delivered to the
end customer and the FinTech companies involved that are becoming household names.
We end the report with five broad themes that impact all FinTech firms, including the
pursuit of the unbanked and underbanked as well as the availability of VC & CVC capital.
Please see Figures 4 to 7 for a list of global companies involved in these 25 themes.
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Executive Summary
Over the past two decades, the financial services industry has been one characterized by
massive advances in technology and in certain cases, slow adoption of said innovations. As the
world became further interconnected via technology, social media, internet, and transportation,
financial technology and services have largely lagged (i.e., multi-day settlement, uncertain
money movement costs, complex cross-border payments). In part, this has been due to the
heavy regulatory burdens placed upon the industry, bureaucracy within traditional financial
institutions, alongside inertia and resistance by consumers, merchants, governments, and
institutions to adapt to new technologies and change their habits. While some regions
progressed more rapidly (Asia), others lagged (US).
COVID-19 changed things.
As a result of the pandemic, new habits were formed, willingness to try digital financial services
grew, and the pace of innovation accelerated. While many companies faced declining sales,
experienced extreme hardships, and faced impossible decisions, FinTech companies as a whole
thrived and came out stronger than ever. COVID-19 and the second derivative effects of
quarantines, lockdowns, and work from home acted as the impetus and, in some cases, forcing
factors for adoption of digital alternatives to financial services, modern back-office technologies,
reimagined methods to pay and get paid, and more. Further ancillary effects created by the
excess independent time led to the proliferation of retail trading, “meme stocks”, NFT and digital
asset prominence, and virtual gatherings by way of Clubhouse, Zoom, and other platforms
where creative minds came together to share ideas.
Figure 2: FinTech adoption and acceptance grew rapidly in
response to COVID-19 as consumers habits shifted and they
became more reliant upon FinTech apps and services

Figure 3: Numerous consumer surveys show COVID-19
accelerated the shift away from traditional, in-person financial
institutions and toward FinTech solutions

Source: Plaid 2020 FinTech Report

Source: Blumberg Capital

In an industry changing so rapidly, the best, and in some cases only, way to keep up is to turn
to the very companies and individuals that are reimagining and reconstructing the environment
at the intersection of financial services and technology. That is why we are hosting our FinTech
Conference – to get the perspectives from those at the heart of the innovation. With over 75+
leading, private FinTech companies slated to present, we hope to answer some of the most
crucial questions that investors must know to understand what the industry will look like 5, 10,
and 20 years from now. In addition to the conference, we have cumulatively hosted over 100+
events with over 120+ FinTech companies in the past 12 months, covering nearly every subindustry within FinTech, with discussions on nearly every theme in this report and more. In this
report, we detail a selection of 25 key global FinTech themes relevant to the conference, many
of which we believe will continue to shape the way we transact, consumer financial services,
interact with our finances, transfer money, and our way of life more broadly.
For further views on the FinTech industry, please see our industry presentation, “If Software is
Eating the World…Payments is Taking a Bite” (updated as of January 28, 2021).
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Overview of the Global Themes to Watch
Payments: It is difficult to discuss innovation in the FinTech industry without first discussing
the evolution and advances within payments – the pipelines of the financial ecosystem.
Payments are becoming faster, more secure, more reliable and are being facilitated and
executed in new ways. The number of payment methods has grown dramatically (e.g.,
Nuvei enables ~477 alternative/local payment methods), and improvements have been
made over legacy payment schemes. New credit payment solutions such as Buy Now, Pay
Later [BNPL] have rapidly gained popularity, and debit payment substitutes such as
Account-to-Account [A2A] payments are just in their infancy. Further, we continue to
monitor payments-related developments in cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology,
which present an entirely new and largely untested, unregulated, and decentralized means
of money remittance (although thus far, have seen most success in partnering with the
existing ecosystem). The major developments in payments thus far have enabled previously
impossible technologies and activities, and further innovation appears to be on the horizon.
Bank Technology and Infrastructure: The foundation upon which consumer- and
business-facing financial services companies are built, bank technology and infrastructure is
being forced to evolve at an accelerating rate to support the software and applications built
on top of it. Large multinational banks, Big Tech, and well-funded FinTech companies are
driving billions into the development of bank technology, while smaller financial institutions
are seeking ways to keep pace. While some are choosing to outsource their technology
needs to third-party experts, others (primarily large banks and FinTech firms) are
increasingly bringing technology in-house to gain greater control over the pace of innovation.
A similar trend of outsourcing occurs in the realm of regulation, where FinTechs have turned
to bank partners to obtain access to licenses and capabilities that are restricted to regulated
institutions (and platforms are emerging to help banks cater to the needs of potential
FinTech partners). As can be seen with open banking, some geographic markets are
experiencing a regulatory-driven approach to innovation, while laissez-faire markets have
taken a more industry-driven approach.
Distribution of Financial Services: Gone are the times where everyone knew their
personal banker and the only way to buy an insurance policy was by visiting the office of an
insurance agent. Increasingly, financial services are being distributed via digital channels,
whether it be software platforms used by merchants to support their entire operations or
applications on a smartphone. The rise of so-called “super apps” has redefined how
consumers (and merchants) save, spend, send, and invest, and digital lenders are reshaping
how consumers and businesses gain access to financing. Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is
taking it a step further, by completely eliminating any financial intermediary from the
equation. The success of consumer- and business-facing FinTech companies is largely
determined by their capacity to scale, which is dependent upon their success in marketing
and advertising, establishing network effects to foster low-cost or free referrals, and offering
dynamic rewards to increase engagement and alter consumer habits.
General Industry Themes: Around the world, FinTechs are lauded for their success at
bringing previously unbanked and underbanked individuals into the financial ecosystem, but
there’s still a long way to go. FinTech remains a largely local/regional phenomenon, with
cultural customs and norms as well as regulations driving change and adoption. This has
created a highly fragmented industry with most sub-industries not yet having clear winners
or market share leaders. Given the fragmented nature of the industry, consolidation seems
inevitable, but the other method of reducing the number of players on the playing field looms
large: insolvency. Although largely undiscussed and in many cases ignored altogether, a
significant proportion of FinTech firms remain unprofitable (e.g., in a KPMG study of 100
UK-based FinTechs, just 6% of were at least breakeven), and the path to profitability
remains murky for some. That said, venture capital [VC] and corporate venture capital [CVC]
funds continue to flow freely into the market, driving valuation higher, particularly for the
successful few that do achieve dominant positions in their respective fields, even when
compared to the incumbent behemoths with whom they compete.
Global FinTech
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25 Global Themes & FinTech Companies Involved
Figure 4: Global themes to watch and companies involved (Payments)
Payments
Theme #1: Faster
Payments
BiR (Sweden)
Blik (Poland)
CEFTS (Sri Lanka)
CENIT (Colombia)
CIFS (Taiwan)
FAST (Singapore)
Faster Payments (UK)
FedNow (US)
FPS (Hong Kong)
GIP (Ghana)
HOFINET (Korea)
IBPS (China)
IMPS (India)
InstaPay (Philippines)
NIP (Nigeria)
NPP (Australia)
PesaLink (Kenya)
Plati Instant (Romania)
PrompPay (Thailand)
RPP (Malaysia)
RPS (Turkey)
RTC (South Africa)
RTP (US)
SCT Inst (Europe)
SIC (Switzerland)
SITRAF (Brazil)
SPEI (Mexico)
TEF (Chile)
UPI (India)
Zengin (Japan)

Theme #5: A2A
Theme #2: Omnichannel Theme #3: Full-Stack Theme #4: Future of the
Payments (Powered by
Now a Necessity
vs. Function Specialist Numerous APM/LPMs
Open Banking)
ACI Worldwide*
Adyen*
Appetize
BlueSnap
CardFlight
Citixsys
Conductor Technology
FIS*
Fiserv*
Global Payments*
InComm Payments
Lightspeed*
Mastercard*
NCR*
NMI
Nuvei*
Payclip (Clip)
PayPal*
Revel
Shopify*
Sightline Payments
SpotOn
Squirrel Systems
Stax
Stripe
TouchBistro
Verifone
Visa*
Worldline*
Xplor Technologies

Adyen*
BlueSnap
CardFlight
Conductor Technology
Digital River
Divvy
Dwolla
Forter
GPS
Infinicept
Marqeta*
NIUM
NMI
North American Bancard
Nuvei*
Payclip (Clip)
Payoneer
Payrix
PayPal*
Plaid
PPRO
Sardine
Shift4*
Sightline Payments
Silverflow
Stripe
The Clearing House
Tink
TrueLayer
Veem

Afterpay*
American Express*
Blik
Boku
Boost
China Union Pay
Dana
Discover Financial*
Doku
Elo
Google*
Grab
JCB
Klarna
Mastercard*
MoMo
Nuvei*
Oney
PayPal*
Paytm
POLi Payments
PPRO
Razer Gold
SafariCom
Sezzle*
SIBS
Trustly
Visa*
WeChat (Tencent)*
Zip*

Afterbanks
Akoya
American Express*
Arcus
Belvo
Citizen
Comviva
Deposit Solutions
Finicity (Mastercard)*
FinLync
Galileo (SoFi)*
GoCardless
Mazooma (Nuvei)
Modulr
Mollie
MX
Open Payments
Plaid
Railsbank
solarisBank
Square*
The Clearing House
Tink
TrueLayer
Trustly
Visa*
Volt
YAP
Yapily
Yodlee

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates; Companies that are publicly traded include an asterisk (*) after their name

Theme #6: Buy Now,
Pay Later
ADDI
Affirm*
Afterpay*
Akulaku
Alma
Aplazame
Atome
BoletoFlex
Bread (Aliance Data)*
Carbon
Cashalo
ChargeAfter
Divido
hoolah
Jifiti
Klarna
KueskiPay
Limepay
Mash
Payflex
PayL8r
PayPal*
PayQart
Ratepay
Scalapay
Sezzle*
SplitIt*
Tabby
Twisto
Wipei

Theme #7:
Theme #8: Open Digital
Cryptocurrency,
Public Infrastructure
Stablecoins, and
Drives Scalability but
CBDCs and Their Role
Limits Profitability
in Payments
Anchorage
Cashfree
Binance
DBS Bank
Bitfinex
epiFi
BitGo
FamPay
Bithumb
FinLync
BitPay
Google*
BlockFi
HDFC
BRD
ICICI
Circle
InstantPay
Coinbase*
Jio
CoinGate
Kosh
CoinPayments
Kotak
Curv
M2P
Gate.io
NIUM
Gemini
Niyo
Huobi
OkCredit
Kraken
Open
Ledger
PayNearby
Mastercard*
Paytm
MineralTree
Payzello
Nuvei*
PhonePe (Walmart)*
Paxos
Postman
PayPal*
Razorpay
Ripple
Streak Card
Shopify*
Walrus
Sila
YAP
Stellar
YES Bank
Tipalti
Yodaa
TripleA
YONO SBI
Visa*
Zeta
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Figure 5: Global themes to watch and companies involved (Bank Technology & Infrastructure)

Bank Technology & Infrastructure
Theme #9: The Bank
Technology Barbell

Theme #10: Outsourced Theme #11: Banking-as- Theme #12: Evolution of
to In-House: Benefits of
a-Service and Bank
Open Banking to Open
Scale
Partners
Finance and Beyond

11:FS
Alloy
Alkami
Atomic FI
Alloy
Cambr
Amazon*
Coinbase*
Apiture
Currencycloud
Apple*
Current
Bank of America*
Dwolla
Blend
Finexio
Chime
FIS*
Citigroup*
Fiserv*
CO-OP Financial Services
Flywire*
Current
Galileo (SoFi)*
Dave
Green Dot*
Facebook*
Greenlight
FDATA Global
Ingo Money
Finastra
Jack Henry*
Finxact
Jumio
Galileo (SoFi)*
Marqeta*
Goldman Sachs*
Moov
Google*
NYMBUS
Greenlight
Plaid
JP Morgan*
Robinhood
Monzo
Socure
N26
Synapse Financial Tech
Neocova
Temenos
NYMBUS
Thought Machine
Openfin
Tink
Synapse Financial Tech
TrueLayer
Varo Money
Varo Money
Wells Fargo*
Vestwell

11:FS
Avaloq
Axos Bank
Bankable
BBVA (PNC)*
Cambr
CBW Bank
Celtic Bank
ClearBank
Conductor Technology
Cross River
Deposit Solutions
Fidor Bank
Goldman Sachs*
Green Dot*
Hatch Bank
Leveris
Live Oak Bank*
MetaBank*
NBKC Bank
NYMBUS
Railsbank
solarisBank
Starling
Stride Bank
Synctera
The Bancorp Bank*
Treasury Prime
Treezor
WebBank

Acorns
Atomic FI
Brex
Bud
Chime
Dave
EKO
figo
Finicity (Mastercard)*
Galileo (SoFi)*
GoCardless
HMBradley
Kontomatik
M1 Finance
MX
Nordigen
Pinwheel
Plaid
Railsbank
SDK.finance
Setu
solarisBank
Tink
Token.io
TrueLayer
YAP
Yodlee
Yolt Technology Services
Zabo
Zeta

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates; Companies that are publicly traded include an asterisk (*) after their name
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Distribution of Financial Services
Theme #13: Embedded
Financial Services

Theme #14: Super
Apps: One-Stop Shop
for All Consumer
Financial Services

Theme #15: SMB
Financial Services
Under One Roof

Theme #16:
Decentralized Finance
(DeFi)

Theme 17: Vehicle
Evolution in Asset
Management

Theme #18: Rise of
Specialized DigitalNative Lenders

Theme #19: Targeted
Digital Advertising
Driving Consumer
Adoption of FinTechs

Theme #20: Dynamic
and Creative Debit Card
Rewards

Adyen*
BBVA (PNC)*
Bond
Checkout.com
DriveWealth
Finix
Flexmoney
Grab
Infinicept
Instacred
Lightspeed*
Lyft*
Marqeta*
Matchmove
Modulr
Moov
Payrix
Plaid
Q2 Holdings
Qover
Railsbank
Shopify*
solarisBank
Stripe
Synctera
Treasury Prime
Uber*
Udaan
WeChat (Tencent)*
Zelis

Acorns
Affirm*
Alipay
Amazon*
Aspiration
Banco Inter*
Betterment
Brex
Chime
Coinbase*
Dave
Fave
Grab
Greenlight
HMBradley
Jio
Meituan
Mogo
Nubank
PayPal*
Paytm
PhonePe (Walmart)*
Revolut
Robinhood
Shopify*
Square*
Unifimoney
Varo Money
Wealthfront
WeChat (Tencent)*

Atom Bank
Banco Inter*
BlueVine
Brex
bunq
C6 Bank
Coconut
Joust
Judo Bank
Kontist
Lili
Mercury
N26
NorthOne
NOVO
Nubank
OakNorth
Open
Oxygen
Penta
Qonto
Ramp
Relay
Revolut
Rho
Shine
Starling
Tide
Wave
Wise

0x
Aave
Alpha Homorra
Augur
Badger DAO
Balancer
Bancor
Celo
Celsius Network
Compound
Curve Finance
Diem
Eco
Element Finance
Equilibrium
Foundation
Handshake
InstaDapp
Keep
MakerDAO
Near
OpenSea
Salt
Securrency
Solana
Synthetix
Talos
TradeBlock
Uniswap
Yeam Finance

Alchemy
Azarus
Bambu
BitMEX
BitPanda
Bitwala
Blue Tractor
Carta
Circle
Cred
Fidelity
Flow
Gemini
Harbor
Hydrogen
Kraken
Opskins
Paxos
Precidian
Rally
Rarible
Rheaply
Robinhood
Securitize
Securrency
Swarm
T. Rowe*
Titan
Wealthsimple
YouCapital

Ally Financial*
Avant
Better.com
Blend
Clara
College Avenue
Credit Culture
Creditas
Deserve
Floryn
Habito
Jasper Card
Kabbage (AmEx)*
Klarna
Kreditech
Lendable
LendingHome
LendingPoint
Loan Builder
loanDepot*
Mynt
OakNorth
Petal
Rocket Companies*
Rupeek
Simpl
SoFi*
Tala
Unison
Zopa

Acorns
Ant Financial
Aspiration
Atom Bank
Brex
Chime
Current
Dave
Goldman Sachs*
Greenlight
KakaoBank
Koho
M1 Finance
Monese
MoneyLion
Monzo
N26
Neat
Nubank
OakNorth
Oxygen
PayPal*
Paytm
Raisin
Revolut
SoFi*
Square*
Starling
Stash
Varo Money

Affirm*
Afterpay*
American Express*
Aspiration
Axos
Bank of America*
Cheese
Cred.ai
Current
Discover Financial*
Empower
GiveCard
HMBradley
Jasper
Jiko
Klarna
Level
N26
Nubank
OnJuno
Oxygen
PayPal*
Point
Ramp
Sable
Save
Square*
Unifimoney
Upgrade
Varo Money

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates; Companies that are publicly traded include an asterisk (*) after their name
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Figure 7: Global themes to watch and companies involved (General Industry Themes)

Theme #21: Pursuing
the Unbanked and
Underbanked
Opportunity
ADDI
Afterpay*
Albo
Azimo
Banco Inter*
Branch
Cash App (Square)*
Chime
Current
Dave
Greenlight
Klar
MoneyGram*
N26
Netspend (GPN)*
Nova Credit
Nubank
Pepper
PolicyBazaar
Qonto
Remitly
Revolut
Ria (Euronet)*
Ripple
SafariCom (M-PESA)
Tala
Tinkoff
Uala
Western Union*
WorldRemit

General Industry Themes
Theme #23: Fragmented
Industry Present
Theme #22: FinTech is
Opportunity for
Local/Regional
Decades of
Consolidation
Affirm*
ACI Worldwide*
Ant Financial
Affirm*
Apiture
Alliance Data Systems*
Banco Inter*
Checkout.com
Betterment
Euronet*
Brex
EVO Payments*
CardFlight
FIS*
Cash App (Square)*
Fiserv*
Checkout.com
Fleetcor*
Chime
Global Payments*
Currencycloud
i3 Verticals*
Flock Homes
Klarna
Go-Jek
Lightspeed*
Monzo
loanDepot*
N26
Mastercard*
Nubank
NCR*
PagSeguro*
Nuvei*
PayClip (Clip)
Paya*
Pine Labs
PayPal*
Raisin
REPAY*
Revolut
Rocket Companies*
Ripple
Shift4*
Robinhood
SoFi*
Shift4*
Square*
Sightline Payments
Stripe
Starling
SumUp
Stax
Visa*
Stone*
Wex*
Stripe
Worldline*
Venmo (PayPal)*
Zip*

Theme #24: Path to
Profitability

Theme #25: VC and
CVC Spigots Remain
Open

Acorns
Affirm*
Blend
Brex
Checkout.com
Chime
Credi.ai
Finix
Finxact
Greenlight
Klarna
Lightspeed*
nCino*
NIUM
Railsbank
Raisin
Ramp
Remitly
Revel
Revolut
Robinhood
Sezzle*
SoFi*
Stripe
SumUp
Tala
Tink
TrueLayer
Varo Money
Wise

10x Future Technologies
4Paradigm
Apex Technologies
Aspiration
Banco Inter*
BlockFi
Carta
Checkout.com
Chime
Conductor Technology
Extend Enterprises
Figure
Finix
hoolah
Klarna
Nubank
PayClip (Clip)
Pine Labs
Plaid
PolicyBazaar
Raisin
Ramp
Revolut
Robinhood
Sightline Payments
Stripe
SumUp
Tink
Tipalti
TrueLayer

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates; Companies that are publicly traded include an asterisk (*) after their name
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25 Key FinTech Global Themes to Watch
Payments
Theme #1: Faster Payments
What’s happening?
Globally, there is a trend toward faster payments, whether that be same-day or real-time. Like
with other FinTech trends, certain regions and locales have adopted faster payments more
quickly than others, and systems remain largely fragmented and regional. The UK was one of
the first countries to offer a nationwide faster payment system with the introduction of Faster
Payments Service (FPS) in 2008. India launched Immediate Payment Service in 2010. SEPA
Instant Credit Transfer (SCT Inst) launched in Europe in 2017, and TARGET Instant Payment
Settlement was introduced in 2018. In the US there is same day ACH, real-time payments
(RTP) by The Clearing House (TCH), and an anticipated 2023 launch of FedNow. Other
countries are in various stages of rolling out or developing faster payment schemes. Faster
payments is enabling individuals to be paid faster, businesses to have greater control over
working capital, and is a step toward eliminating batch processing systems within financial
institutions and potentially revolutionizing the correspondent banking system.
Figure 8: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted

FinTech Companies Involved

Traditional (slow) ACH

RTP (US)

FAST (Singapore)

Checks
Cash-based Payment Methods
Other Legacy Payments Networks

FedNow (US)
Faster Payments (UK)
NPP (Australia)

SCT Inst (Europe)
IMPS (India)
IBPS (China)

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Will faster payment systems continue to be regionalized, or will there be a global standard
for cross-border faster payments that displaces traditional wires (correspondent banking)?
To what extent must central banks play a role in national faster payments schemes to
enable true real-time settlement?
What impact will faster payment systems have on other payment networks?
What have been the limiting factors for widespread adoption of faster payments systems?
To what extent will ISO 20022 messaging (or other standards) play a role?
Figure 9: Countries around the global saw faster payments
volumes grow rapidly throughout 2020, in many countries
more than doubling, with noted success in emerging markets

Figure 10: Even in the countries where faster payments is most
popular, transactions per citizen per year remains well below
the rate of Visa transactions per citizen per year in the US

Source: FIS

Source: FIS
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Theme #2: Omnichannel Now a Necessity
What’s happening?
The transition toward eCommerce and digital sales channels was already occurring long before
2020, but COVID-19 accelerated that shift and elevated the importance of omnichannel sales
capabilities, prompting small business owners and multinational enterprise executives alike to
invest heavily in omnichannel expansion. Previously eCommerce was anathema to brick-andmortar retail, but throughout the pandemic it became a savior, enabling businesses to generate
sales even with their physical doors closed, and in many cases businesses saw sales rise as a
result. While success varied by business in the adoption of omnichannel commerce, businesses
that utilized data analytics and created effective digital media campaigns to build a unified
commerce experience tended to be most successful. With FIS’ 2020 PACE survey showing
that 40% of consumers shop online more than in-store, offering omnichannel payments
solutions has gone from a nice-to-have to a must-have. Further, while large enterprises are able
to handle complex integrations and multiple service providers, the more lucrative SMB
merchants are seeking out one-stop-shop solutions that can fulfill all of their omnichannel needs
with simplicity and efficiency being the mantra.
Figure 11: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted

FinTech Companies Involved

Payment Providers w/o

Adyen

Global Payments

Omnichannel Solutions

Stripe
FIS
Fiserv

BlueSnap
Payclip (Clip)
InComm Payments

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
In omnichannel commerce, what are the most important value-added services and
differentiating capabilities that merchants will demand as payments becomes increasingly
commoditized in the field?
How will merchants expand beyond their brand.com site to various marketplaces and social
media sites for extended reach?
Will certain omnichannel retailers eventually move exclusively to digital sales channels?
How can merchants be encouraged to utilize all of the tools and data that omnichannel
solutions have to offer, and what has adoption been like thus far?
Figure 12: Merchants are increasing investments in strategic
areas to improve the omnichannel and digital experience

Figure 13: Merchants with strong omnichannel strategies see
89% customer retention vs. 33% for those without

Source: BigCommerce Retail Investment Playbook

Source: FIS
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Theme #3: Full-Stack vs. Function Specialist
What’s happening?
Two different go-to-market strategies are simultaneously being pursued by FinTech payments
companies: those that offer comprehensive end-to-end solutions that can all be obtained from a
single provider (full-stack acquirers), and those that are choosing to focus on a single solution
and optimize that solution for the very best performance (function specialists). Function
specialists include companies that are focusing exclusively on gateway solutions, risk and
chargeback management solutions, APM/LPM aggregators, transaction smart-routing, etc.
Full-stack acquirers argue that merchants desire the simplicity and convenience of working with
a single provider to receive all these services (even if some of the underlying functions are
outsourced). Function specialists argue that merchants will opt for the very best solutions if they
add-value (increased conversion, lower chargeback rates, etc.) despite more complex
integrations and additional points of contact to coordinate with. Thus far, large enterprise-level
merchants are more likely to opt for the function specialist approach while SMBs remain more
likely to favor a full-stack approach, but all parties say that these dynamics could change.
Figure 14: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
Undecided

FinTech Companies Involved
Adyen
Nuvei

NMI
Sardine

Shift4
Stripe

PPRO
Silverflow

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Which segments of the market will lean on function specialists vs. full-stack providers?
Do the economics of opting for function specialists make sense for SMBs (higher up-front
costs, but potential for ongoing cost savings and/or higher sales)?
Will function specialists continue to be able to offer superior solutions to full-stack
providers? Can they maintain their edge?
Are function specialists destined to expand into other capabilities such that they inevitably
become full-stack (or at least more comprehensive) providers as well?
Figure 15: Merchants presented with the option of partnering with numerous function specialists or utilizing a full-stack provider

Source: Credit Suisse research
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Theme #4: Future of the Numerous APM/LPMs
What’s happening?
Across the globe there are now over 500+ alternative/local payment methods (APM/LPMs).
These APM/LPMs include cards, eWallets, mobile payments, bank transfers, pre-pay and postpay, direct debit, point-of-sale financing, Buy Now, Pay Later [BNPL], and now
cryptocurrencies. In many cases, these payment methods grew out of necessity based upon
payment customs based upon the country and available technology. For example, in Africa
telecom companies have created mobile money payment platforms to enable cashless
transactions without the need for a bank account. While the localized and target payment
methods have helped to grow eCommerce and exposed a greater proportion of the global
population to digital payments, many payment methods handle relatively small volumes. With
dozens of each type of payment method, the sub-industry appears ripe for consolidation. The
question is whether consolidation is feasible or if payment processors and multi-national
merchants will continue to have to deal with numerous APMs and LPMs. To ease the burden,
some FinTech companies have formed to accelerate the integration process of new
APM/LPMs while payment processors have increased their APM/LPM connections.
Figure 16: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
Subscale Payment Methods

FinTech Companies Involved
PPRO

Safaricom

PayPal
Paytm
Boku

Klarna
Ant Financial
Nuvei

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Are there barriers or obstacles that prevent the consolidation of APMs and LPMs (legal,
structural, or otherwise)?
Are consumers likely to be receptive to payment method consolidation, or will they be
resistant to unfamiliar brands/companies perceived as “controlling” their money?
Are there any advantages to leaving the APM/LPM market fragmented?
Are APM/LPM companies interested in consolidation, and if so would the priority be on
geographic expansion or extension of capabilities?
What are likely to be the dominant APM/LPM categories in 20 years? Do they exist today?
Figure 17: While select payment methods dominate, others have very small (and shrinking) shares of global eCommerce volume

Source: Worldpay 2021 Global Payments Report
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Theme #5: A2A Payments (Powered by Open Banking)
What’s happening?
Open Banking and more recently the expanded scope (beyond only checking accounts) to
Open Finance is one of the most important global trends empowering FinTechs globally. These
initiatives originated from regulators in the UK (Open Banking) and Europe (PSD2) are
designed to lower barriers to entry in the financial services market (reducing historical
information asymmetry possessed by incumbents), increase innovation of services, and create
more choices for consumers in the market. Specifically, these initiatives provide consumer rights
to openly share their financial data with regulated third-parties by mandating banks to make the
data accessible through APIs. There have been many different approaches to forming Open
Banking polices across the greater than two dozen countries today ranging from regulatory
driven (Europe, UK, and Brazil), market driven (e.g., US, Canada), and collaborative.
With open (and consented) access to consumer financial data, FinTechs (and BigTech) are able
to leverage consumer financial data to build products that was once locked away within
incumbent institutions in a much more scalable and efficient manner through APIs (vs. less
secure and less scalable screen-scraping approaches). Rather than having no data to work off
of when starting a company, FinTechs can use data to form insights and recommendations from
day one. By providing developer access to the data of the majority of consumer’s in their
respective markets through integrations into the vast majority of banks, open banking platforms
(e.g., Plaid, TrueLayer, and Tink) make it easy for developers to build products by cleansing and
categorizing the data. Incumbents in the US are also entering the market with 11 of the largest
US banks owning their solution (Akoya, founded by Fidelity in 2018) and Mastercard through its
acquisition of Finicity (Nov. 2020).
Figure 18: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
Legacy Payments Networks

FinTech Companies Involved
Plaid
Tink
TrueLayer
Belvo

Finicity (Mastercard)
Akoya
Yapily
Trustly

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Could A2A payments create pricing pressure on traditional debit over time? If so, do
savings flow through to merchants, or do other participants take a share of the savings (i.e.,
banks, A2A providers, etc.)?
What are the most impactful new use cases of open finance (e.g., payments, underwriting,
financial planning, payroll data)?
Will the card networks enable (security, authentication, etc.) and/or be involved in the flow
of funds?
How will big tech’s participation in consumer financial services through open banking
evolve near/medium-term (e.g., Google, Apple, Amazon, Facebook)?
How will incumbents embrace open finance while competing against new entrants?
How will the regulatory scene in the US develop with the CFPB currently working to
“effectively and efficiently implement the financial access rights” listed in Section 1033 of
the Dodd-Frank Act, after concluding the public consultation period in February 2021?
How willing will consumers be to allow their information to be shared given that open
banking is usually an opt-in model, and could this be a constraint to adoption?
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Theme #6: Buy Now, Pay Later
What’s happening?
Buy Now, Pay Later [BNPL] is one of the fastest-growing payment methods on the market,
and consumers are growing accustomed to seeing and using the point-of-sale financing option
on eCommerce sites and increasingly in-store. Numerous BNPL companies have been founded
to take advantage of the rise in popularity BNPL has seen, and it has forced other payments
companies to play defense, for example with credit card companies offering options to split
purchases into deferred payments. Even PayPal acknowledged the risk BNPL posed, with CFO
John Rainey saying, “one of the areas where we see [PayPal’s] checkout diminish is when
these [BNPL] type products are offered”, and resulted in PayPal releasing its own BNPL
offering. Most BNPL companies offer shorter duration installments that function as deferred
debit purchases, but some companies offer longer-term installments acting as a replacement for
credit. BNPL has seen particular success in regions with limited credit card rewards, namely in
Australia, Germany, and Sweden where BNPL penetration has reached 8%, 18%, and 25%,
respectively. While many initially talked about BNPL as a threat to the card networks (V/MA),
BNPL has the opportunity to drive higher yields – turning a single payment into multiple as long
as the repayments are completed on a card (given there is a fixed fee portion of network fees).
Figure 19: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted

FinTech Companies Involved

Credit Card Issuers

Klarna

Bread

Debit Card Issuers
Traditional POS Financing
Credit-based APMs

Afterpay
Affirm
PayPal

hoolah
Sezzle
Jifiti

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
How will regulatory changes and increased supervision impact the growth of BNPL?
Should short duration installments (e.g., 56 days installments) be regulated as credit?
Can BNPL be competitive in markets with significant credit card rewards programs?
To what extent is BNPL incremental vs. cannibalizing sales of other payment methods?
Will merchants opt to offer multiple BNPL providers on their checkout pages, or will they
limit the consumer choice to a single BNPL option?
Will shorter duration BNPL providers be able to expand to longer duration installments?
Psychologically, why is BNPL different to consumers vs. layaway or asset financing?
Figure 20: EMEA is by far the leading market for BNPL, but is
expected to continue to see penetration grow through 2023E

Figure 21: BNPL has been particularly successful in regions
that do not have large credit card rewards programs

Source: Worldpay 2021 Global Payments Report

Source: Worldpay 2021 Global Payments Report
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Theme #7: Cryptocurrency, Stablecoins, and CBDCs and
Their Role in Payments
What’s happening?
With the attention that crypto assets are receiving from central banks and regulatory bodies, it is
increasingly likely that cryptocurrencies in one form or another will play some role in future
commerce transactions. The occurrence of stablecoins (removal of significant volatility) and central
bank digital currencies (CBDCs; government-backed, likely to improve public confidence) have
substantially improved the feasibility of utilizing cryptocurrency for payments. Credit Suisse takes
no view on the success or failure of any single cryptocurrency or crypto asset, but we believe the
developments are impossible to ignore given the dramatic impact they could have on the payments
ecosystem. With the potential for lower transaction costs (particularly in cross-border use cases),
faster settlement, and as an alternative payment instrument for use in countries with hyperinflation
or unstable governmental regimes, cryptocurrencies offer possibilities for improvements.
Cryptocurrencies also carry with them a number of risks and ongoing problems, including
cybersecurity, taxation, lack of consumer protections (disputes/chargebacks), limited liquidity,
transaction latency, and irreversible nature of the transactions. As it relates to C2B payments,
more advanced use cases involve direct wallet-to-wallet transactions over blockchain networks,
while in the US we expect more meaningful medium-term traction via partnership with the existing
ecosystems (e.g., V, MA, PYPL) that enable cryptocurrency-fiat conversion and facilitate
payments over their own rails.
Figure 22: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted

FinTech Companies Involved

Traditional Payment Methods
Traditional Banks
Merchant Acquirers

Coinbase
Anchorage
Paxos

Sila
Bitpay
Binance

Traditional Payment Networks

BlockFi

Circle

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
How can traditional payments companies adopt and implement cryptocurrencies?
Can consumer protections be put in place to bolster a C2B payments use case?
Under what circumstances could stablecoins or CBDCs experience severe market
disruptions that would materially impact consumers’ and businesses’ ability to transact?
Can cryptocurrencies be protected or insured against cybersecurity threats?
Do banks have a role to play in a financial ecosystem where crypto plays a significant role?
Figure 23: Cryptocurrency payments occur over blockchain
networks from wallet to wallet with instantaneous settlement

Figure 24: Major countries contemplating CBDCs and the stage
of their progress (research, development, and pilot)

Source: Credit Suisse research

Source: Atlantic Council
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Theme #8: Open Digital Public Infrastructure Drives
Scalability but Limits Profitability
What’s happening?
In 2016, India launched Unified Payments Interface (UPI), an open (interoperable) digital public
infrastructure to accelerate digital payments adoption. Within five years of UPI’s launch, digital
payments in India have grown ~10.5x to ~US$500bn and constitute ~30% of retail
transactions in the country. With this growth, India is second only to China and ahead of many
developed countries in digital payments. FinTechs such as Google Pay, PhonePe, and Paytm
built their payments offerings atop UPI rails enabling them to acquire ~75-150mm transacting
users in the last 4-5 years. While the UPI has aided rapid customer and TPV growth, the
revenue potential of these payment products remains low given the lack of meaningful
fees/MDRs. Further, interoperability of UPI has meant reduced network effects and customer
retention, resulting in repetitive CAC and lower customer LTV. India is making data access
public through the establishment of Account Aggregators (AA), which will enable consent-based
sharing of customer’s financial data. Therefore, as data may no longer remain proprietary to a
platform or financial service provider, and as its ownership is transferred to the customers, it can
limit new revenue streams. This is not unique to India, as FinTechs in other countries with
interoperable infrastructure, limited sources of revenue, and open banking/consent-based
sharing of customer financial data have experienced similar challenges with customer retention
and achieving profitability. One such model exists in Europe, with regulated interchange, forcing
FinTechs to find other methods of monetization (e.g., premium subscription models).
Figure 25: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
FinTechs Dependent Upon Interchange Revenue
Banks

FinTech Companies Involved
Paytm
Google

NIUM
Razorpay

PhonePe
Zeta

PayNearby
Jio

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Given limited monetization opportunities for primary use cases built atop open digital public
infrastructure, what are other avenues of monetization?
How can companies ensure the protection of consumer data in open finance informationsharing schemes, particularly in less technologically secure markets?
Do FinTechs have enough pricing power such that they can increase fees to recoup
customer acquisition costs over shorter periods and achieve positive unit economics?
Which monetization opportunities are forgone with the loss of proprietary access to a
customer’s transaction data (i.e., as a result of open banking)?
Figure 26: UPI and Account Aggregators (AA) – digital public
infrastructure built in India
Payments
Infra
UPI 2.0

UPI clocks 2.2bn monthly
transactions; 150mn+ users.

Data sharing
Infrastructure
Account aggregator
framework

Account Aggregators enables
consent based real time open
access to customer’s data

Identification Infrastructure
UIDAI Aadhar based e-KYC,
Digilocker access etc
Digital infrastructure
Hardware (Internet/Smartphone
penetration in potential customer base)

Source: NPCI, Credit Suisse research
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Figure 27: Consent-based data sharing (open banking) under
AA reduces competitive edge of proprietary customer data
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Bank Technology and Infrastructure
Theme #9: The Bank Technology Barbell
What’s happening?
Within banking, there is a dichotomy between the haves and the have nots forming a barbell,
with big tech, neo/challenger banks, and other tech-forward companies at one end, big banks
at the other end, and local community banks, credit unions, and to some extent regional banks
in the middle. While the heavy weights (tech-forward companies and big banks) are investing
relentlessly in technology advancements and innovation, the bar (smaller banks and credit
unions) is falling behind without the capital to support similar investments. This has led to the
creation of a number FinTech startups, most obviously the digital-native banks and consumer
finance companies, but also those creating new bank technology (typically through specialization
in a particular aspect of bank tech). These bank tech FinTech companies and a number of
existing community banks are selling their products and services on a third-party basis to the
entire barbell (we discuss further in Theme #11 on Banking-as-a-Service) to neo/challenger
banks, to local community banks and credit unions that can afford it, and in some cases to big
banks and big tech companies that are opting to outsource components of their tech stack.
Figure 28: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted

FinTech Companies Involved

Legacy Bank Tech

Varo

Galileo (SoFi)

Local & Regional Banks
Smaller Credit Unions

Dave
Apple
Google Pay

Neocova
Alkami
Finxact

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
How is the bank technology innovation dynamic playing out in countries with far fewer
banks than the US?
How will continued consolidation within the banking sector impact the opportunity for bank
tech FinTech companies?
Will big banks continue to develop internal systems, or will they turn to outsourced solutions
from incumbents and FinTech companies for their bank technology?
Even with access to bank tech products sold by FinTechs, can small and regional banks
remains competitive, or will market share continue to flow to larger competitors?
Figure 29: ~2/3 of bank tech spending in North America is
maintenance related, but 80% of the growth in IT spending is
earmarked for new investments as traditional banks are
increasingly forced to compete with FinTechs and Big Tech

Figure 30: 2020 estimated technology spend budgets show the
big banks in a league of their own (annual technology spend of
~$40b or ~35% of total bank tech spending) vs. FISV & FIS’s
combined ~$10b invested in numerous bank cores

Source: Celent, PWC, Company data

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates
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Theme #10: Outsourced to In-House: Benefits of Scale
What’s happening?
Most FinTech companies start out very focused on a single solution or product and specialize in
that one piece of technology initially. FinTechs will frequently partner with or purchase services
from other FinTechs to gain access to other necessary functionality, technology, compliance,
etc. The clearest example of this is neo/challenger banks utilizing the back-end technology to
handle things like card issuing, issuer processing, core processing and ledgers, payments, and
even working with bank partners to utilize the bank charter to hold deposits and/or originate
loans. As these companies scale and accumulate greater resources, they begin to face the
decision of whether to continue outsourcing their technology and licenses or bring them inhouse. This is a financial decision as well as a strategic one: should the company continue to
focus on the core product and share in the economics of other offerings, or should the company
control the economics and the pace of innovation, but at the risk of losing focus of the
foundation upon which the company was built. It’s a difficult decision to make, but that
optionality is only possible for companies that have achieved sufficient scale.
Figure 31: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
Bank Technology
BaaS Companies

FinTech Companies Involved
Current
Varo Money

Temenos
SoFi (Galileo)

Robinhood
Chime

Marqeta
Plaid

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
When does it make sense to outsource technology, back-end processes, and capabilities
vs. doing it all in-house?
Startups that initially specialize often tout the advantages of specialization and how it
contributes to superior technology – is this lost by diversifying and expanding scope?
Can diversified companies innovate as quickly as specialized companies?
What does the future look like for the technology partners if the consumer/merchantfacing businesses increasingly bring technology in-house?
Figure 32: Examples of companies that partner with neo/challenger banks to provide a wide array of services

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse research
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Theme #11: Banking-as-a-Service and Bank Partners
What’s happening?
In order to avoid the many complexities, legal, and compliance issues associated with becoming
a bank and obtaining a bank charter in the US, FinTech companies are partnering with banks to
obtain banking capabilities (originate loans, hold deposits, receive direct deposits, etc.). We
have even seen the emergence of so-called “FinTech-as-a-service” companies that help banks
become bank partners and offer banking-as-a-service capabilities. Oftentimes FinTech
companies choose to partner with Durbin-exempt banks that are below the $10b asset
threshold to enable the FinTechs to earn higher interchange on debit card purchases. With
FinTechs accumulating deposits or control of deposits, it is inevitable that the FinTechs will have
to begin “daisy chaining” their bank partners to remain below the $10b threshold, which may
draw greater regulatory and legislative scrutiny (questions whether “daisy chaining” falls within
the spirit of the Dodd Frank Act). The limited number of banks offering banking-as-a-service
capabilities could also pose an issue in the future for FinTechs that earn revenue via interchange
(not an issue for FinTechs that use bank partners for lending).
Figure 33: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted

FinTech Companies Involved

Local & Regional Banks

Synctera

Starling Bank

Credit Unions

Railsbank
ClearBank
Celtic Bank

WebBank
Cross River
GreenDot

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
How could FinTechs theoretically move deposits between bank partners to keep assets
below the $10b threshold?
What is the likelihood that FinTechs face regulation to enforce the Durbin Amendment
even if bank partners do not independently exceed the $10b threshold?
To what degree can bank partners work with multiple FinTech companies vs. a single
company and how would partners be prioritized?
To the extent that bank partners operate on legacy bank cores, does this limit the
innovation capability and technology of the FinTech?
Figure 34: A cottage industry of banking-as-a-service banks is
forming but remains limited at present

Figure 35: By using Durbin-exempt bank partners, FinTechs
earn much higher interchange compared to non-exempt banks

Source: Company data

Source: Federal Reserve
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Theme #12: Evolution of Open Banking to Open Finance
and Beyond
What’s happening?
While we believe the card networks’ moat around consumer based retail payments remains
robust, and will be supportive of persistent growth for both Visa & Mastercard for years ahead,
we acknowledge that a combination of factors have been (and are likely to continue) making
alternative payment rails, namely account-to-account (A2A, bank account funded), an
increasingly viable debit (although not credit) alternative over time. Over the last six months we
have heard three of the top open banking platforms (Plaid, TrueLayer, Tink) become
increasingly vocal about their opportunity to begin gaining some degree of share vs. the
traditional payments over time. Given the growing scale and distribution of these platforms and
their FinTech customers, we believe monitoring their efforts in payments is warranted just as it
is in other areas of consumer financial services (e.g., Neobanks, trading platforms).
Before broader adoption begins to occur (i.e., traditional daily eCommerce and in-store
consumer purchases), we note that more foundational development work has yet to be done to
“consumerize” A2A rails with consumer protections (fraud liability, chargebacks, etc.) and
enhance “scheme” guidelines with standards (e.g., Visa’s rule book is ~870 pages). Further,
changes in consumer payments are a gradual process that differ by geography or market, and
require two-sided merchant and consumer acceptance. We believe an important part of this
debate relates to the incentives of the two-sided (merchant and consumer) payments networks
(PayPal, Square, Alipay, WeChat), that can earn higher transaction margins on A2A-related
(funded) transactions, although higher margins could ultimately result in a race to the bottom
from the pricing side (cost benefits passed to merchants). While we believe these companies
will remain champions of customer choice, we see a potential rationale for them to work with
open banking platforms to increase their payments mix to lower-cost funding rails over time.
Figure 36: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
Financial Institutions

FinTech Companies Involved
Plaid
Tink

Mastercard
Yodlee

TrueLayer
GoCardless

Token
Zabo

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
What are the key drivers of merchant and consumer adoption of A2A payments?
How much share could A2A payments take from carded transactions?
Which industry participants (e.g., merchant acquirers, open banking platforms, superapps/Neobanks, card networks) are likely to support and champion A2A payments?
What role does regulation play in the development of A2A payments (e.g., interchange,
open finance, merchant acquiring spread, anti-trust/competition, etc.)?
How will the industry solve for adapting consumer protections of card payments to A2A
payments?
In the instance of companies with two-sided networks that begin to push account funding
as the primary method of funding, will the savings be passed on to consumers, merchants,
or retained by the company?
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Distribution of Financial Services
Theme #13: Embedded Financial Services
What’s happening?
While the shift toward payments embedded within mission critical merchant software (ERP
systems, POS systems, CRMs, etc.) is not a new trend, we are increasingly seeing software
vendors embedding a wider range of financial services such as working capital financing, term
loans, card issuance, payroll, tax preparation, and even cash management and bank accounts.
Software platforms and marketplaces are increasingly becoming the distribution channel and
relationship manager for SMB financial services. SMBs are finding that they no longer have to
go to their traditional financial institution (whether it be a local community bank, credit union, or
super-regional) to open a business checking account and obtain a corporate card or business
loan, because they can get that all through their software vendor who has incredibly granular
insights into cash flow and business performance data which can be used to underwrite with
greater accuracy, resulting in more favorable terms.
Figure 37: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
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Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Is this opportunity limited to SMBs or could these services also be utilized by midmarket
and enterprise merchants?
Embedded payments has seen slower adoption outside of the US, particularly in Europe.
Do other embedded financial services have similar regional adoption curves?
How do you size the TAM for these financial services? Is this opportunity more about
growing the pie or stealing share from the incumbents?
To what extent are software companies opting to monetize these offerings vs. providing the
services at no mark-up and passing along savings to merchants?
Are software companies likely to eventually bring financial services in-house, or will they
continue to turn to partners and third-parties to maintain a capital-light, low cost ancillary
service to their core software offering?
Figure 38: Potential embedded financial service offerings

Figure 39: Methods of monetization for the software company

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates
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Theme #14: Super Apps: One-Stop Shop for All Consumer
Financial Services
What’s happening?
Neo/challenger banks have been a hot topic for the past few years, but now we are seeing
many companies that would have originally been categorized as “challenger banks” expand into
broader financial services beyond standard banking activities, in much the same way that
traditional banks diversified their offerings. Like the super app concept originated in China with
Alipay, WeChat, and others, we expect digital banking apps to continue to add new consumer
financial services, such as investing, wealth management, lending, insurance, bill pay, real
estate, cryptocurrencies and digital assets, etc. While we expect some services to be managed
in-house by the FinTech, we expect other FinTech companies to offer these services on a thirdparty basis, with the super app acting more as a marketplace and financial services hub (in
many cases monetizing via referral and/or lead gen fees).
Figure 40: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
Traditional Banks
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FinTech Companies Involved
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Banco Inter
Chime
Robinhood

Alipay
Grab
Paytm
Nubank

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Can this strategy be successful with the broader population, or will the target demographic
tend to be unbanked and underbanked?
Will there be numerous super apps that succeed, or will there only be a small number that
survive?
Will super apps be able to expand globally, or will they be regional?
Will super apps continue to try to avoid financial institution regulations, or will they inevitably
be regulated in the same manner, either by choice or by force?
What is the best starting place for a super app? P2P (Venmo and Cash App), traditional
banking (Chime and Varo), investing (Robinhood), cryptocurrency trading (Coinbase), Buy
Now Pay Later (Affirm), eCommerce (Shopify and Amazon), or something else?
Figure 41: Super apps deliver all financial services within a
single hub, enabling superior “relationship” pricing

Figure 42: A number of super apps already exist in Asia, but
they have seen limited success in geographical expansion

Source: Credit Suisse research

Source: Company data
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Theme #15: SMB Financial Services Under One Roof
What’s happening?
There are a handful of well-funded, well-managed startups focusing on providing small and
medium businesses banking, lending, expense management, accounting services, payments
and payroll. Many of these startups make in-roads with a core product such as a credit card
(Brex and Ramp) or business loans (BlueVine). These businesses have different marketing
requirements and sales cycles than pure consumer FinTechs. They rely more on a sales force to
make in-roads with SMB accounting departments and CFOs. The SMB market is large and
there are far fewer of these businesses than there are consumer startups. The pitch is likely
that these startups will attract a sizable customer base and expand and offer a number of
financial products. We think the space will be especially interesting to watch because key
players such as Brex, BlueVine and Ramp have a competition advantage in building proprietary
technology. They emphasize hiring competitive developers and building core technologies inhouse. We see Square employing a similar approach, broadening in the SMB space with
payments and payroll services.
Figure 43: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
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Credit Unions

FinTech Companies Involved
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Ramp
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Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Which product or service is best suited to being the initial customer acquisition vehicle?
What is the marketing/sales cycle like for SMB financial institutions, and what are the
implications for incumbents?
What are the major advantages of having a digital-first strategy for financial service delivery?
Are digital-native SMB financial institutions well-suited to cater to the needs of mid-market
and large enterprise businesses without physical bank branches and relationship managers,
or are they unable to serve businesses beyond a given size and requirement threshold?
Figure 44: US SMB industry composition

Figure 45: Vast majority of US SMBs are nonemployer firms

Source: US Small Business Administration

Source: US Small Business Administration
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Theme #16: Decentralized Finance (DeFi)
What’s happening?
DeFi, or the concept of the distribution of financial services across blockchain technology via
smart contracts and DApps absent a centralized institution, remains in the proof of concept
stage with numerous barriers remaining before mainstream use could be possible. However, if
DeFi is to continue its rise in popularity, regulatory standards are established, and adoption
becomes pervasive, the technology could materially disrupt the distribution channels of financial
services, effectively reducing or even eliminating the need for financial intermediaries (in certain
instances). The grand vision of DeFi is that smart contracts replace the need for centralized
exchanges for financial securities and derivatives contracts, financial institutions such as banks
and credit unions as sources of loans, accounts payable and procurement processes within
corporate finance, and even real estate agencies. Given the cybersecurity risks, complex
technologies involved, lack of regulations, not to mention overcoming financial industry customs
and standards, the potential success of DeFi remains to be seen. Even the lack of central
authority to mediate disputes is a questionable premise upon which to build a financial system,
but because of the potential for immense disruption, we are watching this theme closely.
Figure 46: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted

FinTech Companies Involved

Traditional FinTech

Uniswap

Yearn Finance

Legacy Financial Services

0x
Aave
Securrency

Equilibrium
Augur
MakerDAO

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Does DeFi pose a threat to the financial system in its current form?
Is DeFi a feasible alternative to the existing system and processes for distribution,
management, and oversight of financial services?
Could DeFi be intregated into legacy legal, regulatory, and technical frameworks in a more
centralized manner to ease the transition to broader use of DeFi?
What steps must be taken for DeFi to gain widespread, mainstream adoption?
If DeFi is successful, how far off are we from DeFi becoming the norm?
Figure 47: Smart contracts eliminate the need for financial
intermediaries by automatically enforcing contracts

Figure 48: Example use cases of DeFi where an intermediary
would be unnecessary (i.e., decentralized)

Source: Credit Suisse research

Source: Credit Suisse research
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Theme #17: Vehicle Evolution in Asset Management
What’s happening?
Technology is advancing in asset & wealth management to allow asset manager manufacturers
more efficient methods to distribute investment products to clients in more direct avenues that
can cut out some of the frictional costs added by intermediaries. One method is by using semitransparent ETFs which were just launched last year, while a longer-term method is by
tokenizing assets and offering them digitally to clients through blockchain technology.
Blockchain technology can be used to create digital assets, which are ownership rights to
assets represented on decentralized ledgers. In early June, we hosted meetings with the CEO
of Precidian and the Head of ETF trading at Fidelity to discuss their proprietary semitransparent ETF (STETF) models. There are currently 33 STETFs in the market, and while the
pandemic slowed product launches and adoption rates, STETFs combined have garnered
$1.6B in AuM. While we expect announcements of additional product launches in 2021, we
estimate it will take two more years for STETFs to see significant inflows, as we believe retail
gatekeepers are awaiting longer track records before committing capital. We also hosted
meetings with WETF’s and Securrency’s CEOs to discuss opportunities to leverage blockchain
technology in financial services and offer digital assets. Blockchain technology blurs the
distinctions between custodians, exchanges, and broker-dealers as back-office functionality
consolidates and P2P volumes increase.
Figure 49: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted

FinTech Companies Involved

Asset Management
Brokerage
Exchanges

Securrency/WisdomTree
Securitize
Swarm

Precidian
Fideltiy
T. Rowe

Banks & Custodians

Harbor

Blue Tractor

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
How will blockchain and DeFi technology be used to create digital assets, and what are the
key benefits of asset digitization?
What factors can help blockchain technology achieve regulatory approval?
What are the benefits of launching mutual fund products in semi-transparent ETFs?
What are the greatest hurdles for AuM growth & what factors are gatekeepers looking for?
Figure 50: Digital Asset Technology can consolidate multiple
financial processes and create efficiencies for asset managers

Figure 51: ETFs are the fastest growing asset management
vehicle and Cumulative ETF net flows have exceeded Active
and Index Mutual Fund flows

Source: Credit Suisse research

Source: Simfund, Credit Suisse research
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Theme #18: Rise of Specialized Digital-Native Lenders
What’s happening?
Specialized digital lenders have ascended in their respective markets, including mortgage, credit
card, student and auto loan refinancing, and in certain cases have become market share
leaders, capturing share from traditional financial institutions. Their deep industry expertise,
emphasis on technology, marketing expertise, and low-cost digital customer acquisition have
helped to propel them to new heights, accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic. By delivering a
digital-first experience, these lenders have developed seamless, intuitive interfaces that improve
loan application completion rates. Further, their digital advertising leads customers directly to the
loan application where approval is given within seconds, and in some cases is driven by machine
learning derived data warehouses, benefitting underwriting quality in addition to speed. This
allows lenders to make loans without bank branches and in most cases without manual credit
officer review, which is time-consuming and costly. Many of these lenders have chosen to
outsource key functions including loan servicing, and even web development, allowing them to
scale early on with small employee bases.
Figure 52: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted

FinTech Companies Involved

Mortgage Lenders
Auto Lenders

SoFi
Better

College Avenue
Jasper Card

Personal Lenders
Student Loan Companies

Rocket Companies
loanDepot

LendingPoint
Blend

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Will digitally native lenders be sought out by larger financial institutions for their growing
market share, or remain mostly independent?
How much share can digital-native lenders capture in their respective markets?
How do digital-native lenders define their technology advantages relative to banks and
other traditional financial institutions that originate loans?
Are there segments of the population that have been particularly receptive or particularly
avoidant of digitally native lending solutions (late adopters)?
Do digital-native lenders build customer loyalty to the same extent as more full-service,
physically present traditional financial institutions absent a human relationship manager?
Figure 53: Digital lenders have broken into the top 10
mortgage originators in the US, with Rocket leading the group

Figure 54: Rocket Mortgage is expected to continue to grow its
market share as digital captures share from traditional lenders

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates, Inside Mortgage Finance

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates
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Theme #19: Targeted Digital Advertising Driving Consumer
Adoption of FinTechs
What’s happening?
The importance of social media, influencers, ad targeting, and the mobile application cannot be
overstated in consumer FinTech, as they have enabled digital-first FinTechs to amass millions of
active customers. This is particularly relevant given consumers’ willingness to utilize numerous
financial institutions, which may or may not persist with FinTechs. Further, the average social
media user spends nearly two and a half hours per day on social media, facilitating frequent and
persistent exposure to ads. The intensity and duration of engagement with social media and
targeted ads allows FinTechs to bring consumers onto the platform via loan application or app
download in less than a minute and without the consumer physically visiting a bank branch.
Additionally, it provides FinTech firms with extensive data on consumer behavior. This targeted
approach differs from the historical approach of broader marketing efforts However, the
question of whether consumers are increasingly desensitized to digital ads remains.
Figure 55: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
Traditional Banks

FinTech Companies Involved
Square
PayPal
Chime
SoFi

Stash
Varo Money
Dave
Ant Financial

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Does the data provided by social media enable small FinTechs to be competitive in
advertising, or will the best-funded and most data-heavy FinTechs have the advantage?
Will concerns over user data privacy impact the effectiveness of direct marketing channels?
Which digital advertising mediums are most effective for user acquisition, and which will
receive the most marketing spend in the coming years?
Is digital advertising effective for the already banked demographic that tends to have higher
levels of education and wealth?
How does the importance of virality and network effects compare to functionality in user
acquisition and how do the two work together?
Figure 56: Consumer FinTechs are using targeted digital ads
on social media to promote their products and attract users

Figure 57: In efforts to attract millennial and gen Z users,
FinTechs are increasingly using influencers for promotions

Source: Twitter

Source: Company website
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Theme #20: Dynamic and Creative Debit Card Rewards
What’s happening?
Neobanks/challenger banks and other consumer FinTech companies have begun offering
attractive and dynamic rewards to their debit card holders. For example, Cash App recently
offered 10% cash back on groceries and Oxygen offers 5% cash back on gas, meal delivery,
pharmacies, and rideshare/transport. Post-Durbin, debit card rewards have been almost nonexistent, but they have surged due to the proliferation of new FinTech players who earn
unregulated debit interchange. Reward offerings are often built into the mobile app and featured
to the user via push notifications, in-app banners, and email notifications. User location data
often influences the set of offerings. More advanced FinTech companies make their rewards
dynamic such that they are customized to the user to encourage app engagement and spending,
reinforcing consumer habits such that the FinTech debit card becomes the consumer’s primary
spending method. The sustainability of these rewards depends on FinTech companies
continued exemption from the Durbin amendment (granting them enhanced economics relative
to large banks [$10b+ in assets] with capped interchange). Dynamic rewards are increasingly
becoming a part of the omnichannel shopping experience, with an emphasis on online shopping
given the higher rates of interchange.
Figure 58: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
Traditional Banks

FinTech Companies Involved
Square
PayPal

Aspiration
Varo Money

Current
N26

Point
Nubank

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Are the current rewards being offered by FinTechs for debit cards sustainable, or will they
eventually be reined in once companies have achieved scale?
Will FinTechs be able to convince merchants to partially or fully fund debit rewards?
Are volumes from dynamic rewards viewed as incremental, meaning consumers who would
not have spent on that card were enticed to do so because of rewards?
Will the trend of dynamic rewards be carried over to credit cards, or will credit cards
continue to offer flat-rate, pre-determined rewards?
Do debit card rewards serve more as a customer acquisition tool or an engagement tool?
Figure 59: Sample customized Boost offers from Cash App

Figure 60: Venmo targets offers based on geographic location

Source: Cash App (Square)

Source: Venmo (PayPal)
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General Industry Themes
Theme #21: Pursuing the Unbanked and Underbanked
Opportunity
What’s happening?
Many consumer FinTech companies position themselves and their go-to-market strategy as
targeting the unbanked and underbanked that have been neglected by traditional financial
institutions. Certain geographic regions are particularly well suited to this strategy, such as Latin
America, Asia, and Africa, where millions have been brought into the financial system; however,
even in developed countries such as the US we see large populations of unbanked and
underbanked that remain addressable. The key here is that if these companies are truly
acquiring the unbanked and underbanked, rather than competing with incumbents and stealing
market share they are truly growing the global TAM for financial services. Traditional banks are
increasingly recognizing the unbanked/underbanked as a large opportunity, and that FinTech
success with this demographic could pose a greater threat to banks in the future, and are
therefore placing greater operational focus on acquiring and addressing these customers.
Figure 61: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
None (in theory)

FinTech Companies Involved
Nubank

Remitly

Chime
Branch
Tala

WorldRemit
Banco Inter
PolicyBazaar

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Can the unbanked and underbanked be served profitably?
Do the unbanked and underbanked have the resources and infrastructure (smart phones,
internet, etc.) to be readily addressable?
Are the unbanked and underbanked receptive to digital consumer financial services or is
hesitancy and distrust preventing adoption?
How can the unbanked and underbanked be reached and marketed to in order to be made
aware of these FinTech services?
How many of the World Bank’s estimated 1.7b adults without financial accounts are truly
addressable and what are the key barriers to reaching those individuals?
Which markets are best suited to pursuit of the unbanked and underbanked opportunity?
Figure 62: Globally, an estimated 1.7 billion adults do not have
a financial account according to the World Bank

Figure 63: A number of super apps already exist in Asia, but
they have seen limited success in geographical expansion

Source: World Bank; Global Findex database

Source: World Bank; Global Findex database
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Theme #22: FinTech is Local/Regional
What’s happening?
A popular refrain throughout the industry is that “payments are local”. The same can be said of
FinTech as a whole. Local customs influence the manner in which people transact, their
relationships with financial companies and how they prefer to access financial services, and their
willingness to pay for financial services. This is true of businesses as well. In addition to culture
and customs, the differences in regulations and legislation vary greatly between countries, and
in some cases even between states and municipalities. For this reason, many FinTech startups
often choose to focus on a single target geographical market initially and then gradually expand
to new regions where they face the complexities of compliance, reinventing their go-to-market
strategies, and modifying the product to better suit the new market. Oftentimes global
expansion means partnering with companies that have a local presence to obtain licenses or
direct integrations to the local infrastructure. A number of startups have formed to solve this
problem, break down some of these barriers, and facilitate cross-border commerce; however,
barriers remain, and for some business models, true global expansion may never be possible.
Figure 64: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
FinTechs with Global Ambitions

FinTech Companies Involved
Revolut
Stripe

Ripple
PayPal

Checkout.com
Ant Financial

Square
Currencycloud

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Can consumer FinTech companies use a single unified platform, interface, and service
portfolio to address an international audience, or must they adapt for each region?
What are the biggest barriers that remain for global B2B cross-border commerce?
What role will cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology play in facilitating global
commerce, cross-border payments, and financial services distribution?
Will rising nationalism impede global expansion of financial services and FinTech
companies?
Figure 65: The numerous regulatory bodies with differing
regulations and laws by country make global expansion and
international compliance a difficult task for FinTechs

Figure 66: There are three key factors influencing FinTech
success within a given country: 1) local customers & norms; 2)
local laws & regulations; and 3) state of financial infrastructure.

Source: Government Agency websites

Source: Credit Suisse research
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Theme #23: Fragmented Industry Presents Opportunity for
Decades of Consolidation
What’s happening?
Globally, there are thousands of FinTech companies (many industry estimates approach or
exceed 10,000+) most of which are local or regional companies serving a niche market.
Excluding public companies, there are at least 200 FinTech companies valued at over $100mm.
From 2011 to 2016 new companies were being founded at a rate of more than one per day. At
the same time, M&A activity has been high, peaking in 2019 (deal volume fell in 2020, likely
related to the COVID-19 pandemic and record high valuations), with executives proclaiming
continued appetite for deals. Given the fragmented nature of the market and the significant
economies of scale present in nearly all sub-industries within FinTech, consolidation seems
likely, although activity could remain muted in the near-term depending upon valuations and
public company willingness to make temporarily dilutive acquisitions.
Figure 67: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
N/A

FinTech Companies Involved
FIS
Fiserv
Global Payments
Visa

Mastercard
PayPal
Worldline
Nuvei

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
Which sub-industries within FinTech are best positioned for M&A over the next year?
Which sub-industries are most likely to benefit from consolidation, and which may be better
suited to continued fragmentation in the near-term?
How do private companies view the opportunity for M&A relative to organic growth
opportunities?
Is there reluctance among FinTech startup executives and founders to being acquired by
large public FinTech companies vs. operating independently or under the umbrella of more
nimble, acquisitive private FinTechs?
Figure 68: While recent data is unavailable, thousands of
FinTech companies were founded in the last decade alone,
indicating a fragmented market ripe for consolidation

Figure 69: Global FinTech M&A has been strong in recent years
(although dampened in 2020 attributable to COVID-19 and
record valuations in the industry)

Source: KPMG Pulse of FinTech

Source: Deloitte Center for Financial Services
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Theme #24: Path to Profitability
What’s happening?
In its April 2021 policy statement on “Non-systematic UK banks”, the UK’s PRA noted that for
FinTechs which were regulated as a UK deposit-taker, they should “have greater clarity over the
path to profitability, including how they will meet all relevant loss absorbing requirements”. This
followed an October 2020 speech when the Bank of England noted that “Looking at FinTech
more widely, the sector is certainly full of promise, but not yet of profits. We estimate that preCOVID, up to 80% of UK FinTechs were loss making, and that the time between funding
rounds was on average less than a year.” This is not just the case in the UK, but globally. We
see such regulatory scrutiny as helping drive the strategy of some FinTechs, such as expansion
into more profitable markets (like the USA), an evolution of business mix (such as Starling’s
growth in business banking), or targeting a higher growth niche (such as Tandem’s focus on
Green banking). Further, certain verticals within FinTech appear to have a higher propensity to
spur profitable start-ups (payment acceptance, infrastructure) while others operate an inherently
less profitable business model (banking, lending, remittances). We note that FinTechs have
accelerated paths to profitability and improved unit economics (particularly for subscale
FinTechs) through partnering with other FinTech companies for access to technologies and
capabilities that would be costly to build in house (see Theme #10). Many FinTechs have also
formed partnerships with the “old economy” (banks and financial institutions) that can provide
both expertise and access to required licenses (e.g., lending, holding deposits, etc.; see Theme
#11 for more).
Figure 70: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted

FinTech Companies Involved

N/A

All FinTech Companies

Source: Credit Suisse

Key questions we want answered
New businesses are usually loss-making – what are regulators’ expectations for a
reasonable timeframe for profitability?
How does this inform other themes we have outlined, such as whether FinTechs should
partner with existing banks, willingness of VCs to fund start-up losses, and consolidation?
Do incumbent banks and financial institutions have a greater moat around some regulated
products such as prime mortgages (funding and internal capital model advantages)?
Figure 71: UK new bank application assessment

Figure 72: UK FinTech startups since 2010

Source: Bank of England

Source: KPMG FinTech Pulse Report – UK FinTech Focus
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Theme #25: VC and CVC Spigots Remain Open
What’s happening?
For years FinTech has been one of the leading recipient industries for venture capital (VC) and
corporate venture capital (CVC) funding, as well funding from hedge funds and private equity
(PE) firms. This has led to an estimated 94 FinTech unicorns globally, per CB Insights. Public
company management teams have stated both publicly and privately that the ample supply of
private market capital has pushed private company valuations to a level at which, in many cases,
M&A does not make sense, preventing public companies from acquiring new technologies and
capabilities to support faster, sustained growth. However, there are questions of whether
valuations are truly too high or if the incumbent companies are failing to acknowledge the
competitive threat faced by FinTech startups. As private capital continues to flow to private
FinTechs, as in many industries we are seeing startups stay private for longer, in many cases
allowing the companies to focus purely on growth and scale without the burden of public market
oversight, but at the same time pushing off the question of whether the economics can work
and if the business model is sustainable long term.
Figure 73: Selection of impacted companies & industries
Negatively Impacted
Acquisitive Publics
Investment Banks

FinTech Companies Involved
Carta
Robinhood

Stripe
Nubank

Klarna
4Paradigm

Checkout.com
BlockFi

Source: Credit Suisse; With the exception of Carta, companies involved are companies that raised large rounds

Key questions we want answered
Has it gotten easier or harder to find funding for novel FinTech concepts?
How has the supply of VC, CVC, hedge fund, and PE growth capital influenced the ability
for companies to make acquisitions and for consolidation to take place?
Have VC and CVC investors pushed FinTech valuations to an unsustainable level?
Given that VC and CVC investors have significantly grown their FinTech portfolio
companies, what is the risk that conflicts of interest form within investor portfolios?
Has the supply of private capital created delays for a public market debut, and if so, how
has that impacted the strategies and business philosophies of private FinTechs?
In which sub-industries or verticals are public market valuations lower than valuations being
awarded in the private market?
Figure 74: Global VC-backed FinTech funding has maintained a
fairly steady pace in recent years, with a record quarter in Q1

Figure 75: CVC-backed deals remain strong, with FinTech one
of the leading beneficiaries of corporate investments

Source: CB Insights

Source: CB Insights
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Global FinTech

FinTech Private Company Map
Figure 76: Private company map with companies categorized by key function (categorization by Credit Suisse)
Merchant Acquiring/Service Providers
PayFac Enablement
Amaryllis
Finix Payments
Infinicept
Payrix
iPOS
Appetize
CardFlight
CitiXsys
Payclip
Pine Labs (India)
Revel
SumUp
TouchBistro
Veloce POS (CAN)
Verifone

Other
AuthVia
Digital River
Emergent
Exela Technologies
Flow
Flutterwave
Forter
GoCardless
MagicCube
PPRO
Rapyd
ReCharge Payments
Text2Pay

Digital Lending

SMB Lending / Banking

BlueVine
C2FO
CGTZ (China)
Forward Financing
FundBox
FundingOptions
Joust
Judo Bank
Loan Builder
Neptune Financial
OakNorth
On Deck Capital
Payability
Other
Built Technologies
Roofstock

ISO/Acquirers/PSPs/Gateways
BharatPe
Primer (UK)
Billing Tree
Priority Payment
BillDesk
Razorpay (India)
BlueSnap
RealPage
Checkout.com
Sightline Payments
Clearent
Silverflow
Durianpay
SpotOn
Fast
Stax
Forter
Stripe
FreedomPay
Tidal Commerce
Gravity Payments
Titanium Payments
Mollie
Tribe
NMI
Xplor Technologies
North American Bancard
Yapstone
Paragon Payments
Zelis Payments
PayNearMe

Bank IT
Core Processors
Alkami
CoreCard
Correlation
Finastra
Finxact
Mambu
Moov
Neocova
NYMBUS
Thought Machine

Connectivity/Payments APIs
Button
Tink
Finlync
Token
Mobeewave
TrueLayer
Plaid
Yapily
Trovata.io
Yodlee

Super Apps &
Issuer Processing
Diversified FinTech
Alternative Consumer Lending
Europe
US
Extend
Ant Group
Habito
Avant
Glopal Processing Services
Go-Jek
Kreditech
Better Mortgage
i2c
Grab
ROW
Clara
InComm
Paytm
Credit Culture (SG)
College Ave
Marqeta
Rappi
Creditas (Brazil)
CommonBond
VPay
Rupeek (India)
Credible
C2B & P2P
Simpl (India)
Earnest
Networks
Elevate
Early Warning (Zelle)
BNPL
Fair
Faster Payments (UK)
Funding Circle
Capital Float
Figure
RTP (The Clearning House)
Ovo
ChargeAfter
Happy Money
RuPay (India)
PayQwick
Hoolah
LendingHome
Smartlink
Plastiq
Klarna
LendingPoint
UnionPay (China)
Toss (Korea)
Laybuy
Marlette (Best Egg)
Trustly
Payoff
Verse (Europe)
Real Estate
Petal
Prosper
Flock Homes
Tala
Loft
Unison
PeerStreet
Upgrade
Ribbon

Source: Credit Suisse

BaaS
11:FS Foundry
Avaloq
Bankable
Cambr
ClearBank
Conductor (Brazil)
Deposit Solutions
Fidor Bank
Railsbank
solarisBank
Starling Bank
Synctera
Treezor

Blockchain/
Cryptocurrency
Anchorage
Avanti
Binance
BitPay
BlockFi
Circle
Coinbase
Dash
Fireblocks
Grayscale
Kraken
Liquid
Securrency
Sila
Taxbit

B2B

Additional Services
100credit (China)
FDATA Global
4Paradigm
Fisoc
Allied Payment Network
Hydrogen Platform
Alloy
Kard Financial
Apiture
Midaxo
Ascent
Mistral Mobile
Atomic FI
Nova Credit
Backbase
Openfin
Blend
Sardine
Bond
Symphony
BondLink
Synapse
Capitolis
Thought Machine
Carta
Treasury Prime
Chainalysis
Trumid
ClearSale
Unqork
Episode Six
Vesta

Personal Finances
Acorns
Addepar
Ajaib
Alan
Albert
Alex.fyi
Anyfin
Bankbazzar
Betterment
Credit Sesame
Coverfox
Deserve
Digit
DriveWealth
Ellevest
Ethos
Gatsby
Ibotta
Jasper

M1 Finance
Moven
Personal Capital
Petal
PolicyBazaar
Propel
RentoMojo
Robinhood
SeedFi
Stakin'
Stash
Trade Republic
Unifimoney
Vestwell
Wealthfront
Wealthsimple (CAN)
Weatlhfront
YieldStreet

AP / AR
Finexio
HighRadius
MineralTree
Modulr
Paystand
Tipalti
YayPay
Tradeshift
Ivalua
Other
Coalition
Dwolla
Pilot
UiPath

Corp. cards & Exp. Mgmt.

Brex
Expensify
Radius Payment
Ramp
Tide
Payroll
BambooHR
Gusto
Justworks
Kickfin
PayActiv
PayFit
Zenefits

Cross-Border
Airwallex
CurrencyCloud
EBANX
Payoneer
Ping-Pong
RTGS.global
Ripple
Veem
Instant Payments
Ingo Money
Earnin
PayFi

Neo / Challenger Banks
Consumer Digital Banking
US
ROW
Aspiration
:86 400 (AUS)
booyah!
Albo (MEX)
Chime
Banco Inter (Brazil)
cred.ai
Douugh (AUS)
Current
Klar (MEX)
Dave
Mozper (MEX)
GoBank
NuBank (Brazil)
Greenlight
OlaMoney (India)
HMBradley
Ualá (ARG)
Lili
Volt Bank (AUS)
MoneyLion
WeLab (HK)
Remittances
Oxygen
Xinja (AUS)
NIUM (formerly InstaRem)
Simple
Paysend
Stash
Remitly
TrustFund
Transferwise
Varo Money
World Remit
Zenus
Europe
Atom Bank (UK)
Curve (UK)
Monese (UK)
Monzo (UK)
N26 (GER)
Numbrs (CHE)
Raisin (GER)
Revolut (UK)
Starling Bank (UK)
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Figure 77: Presenters (Part 1 of 6)
Company

Valuation
(last disclosed)

Company Website

Category

Country
(primary HQ)

Description
11:FS provides consulting, research, and advisory services to financial services companies ranging from start-ups to
existing firms. With engineers, designers, and transformation experts on staff, 11:FS helps companies to build
successful digital-first ventures or reimagine existing business models and legacy systems.
Acorns is an app that enables individuals to invest with either a self-directed brokerage account or via a “smart
portfolio” that will automatically adjust and rebalance the users portfolio based upon the users preferences, age, and
risk tolerance. Acorns also provides retirement accounts, checking accounts with debit cards, and child investment
accounts for monthly subscriptions.
Alloy enables banks and FinTech companies to manage KYC/AML and fraud via its API. Utilizing 60 data sources
covering identity, document verifications, credit data, and risk, customer can use Alloy to write rules to automate
onboarding and credit decisioning, flag suspicious transactions for manual review, and detect fraud.
Ally Financial is a bank holding company that provides banking (checking accounts, savings accounts, CDs, etc.),
lending (home loans, auto loans, and personal loans), and investing (managed and self-directed) services. Ally was
formerly GMAC, a financing division of General Motors.

11:FS

N/A

https://11fs.com/

Consulting &
Bank Technology

UK

Acorns

$2.2b
May 27, 2021 – SPAC
deal announced

https://www.acorns.com/

Neo/Challenger
Bank

US

https://alloy.co/

Risk Management

US

https://www.ally.com/

Lending;
Neo/Challenger
Bank

US

https://apiture.com/

Bank Technology

US

Apiture was founded in 2017 as a joint venture between First Data and Live Oak Bank to provide banks and credit
unions with the SDKs and tools needed to create a custom, integrated digital banking experience.

https://appetize.com/

POS SaaS

US

Appetize provides mobile and online ordering, self-service kiosks, cloud POS, and back of office management tools
for restaurants, sports venues, college campuses and athletic facilities, amusement parks, and more.

https://www.aspiration.com/

Neo/Challenger
Bank

US

Alloy

Ally Financial

Apiture

Appetize

Aspiration

Unknown
Raised $40m in Series
B; September 2020
$21b
June 2, 2021 – NYSE:
ALLY
Unknown
Raised $10m in January
2021 in follow-on to
$20m funding round;
July 2020
Unknown
Raised $20m in Series
B; January 2018
Unknown
Raised $135m in Series
C; May 2020

Aspiration is a cause-driven challenger bank focused on combatting climate change, building a community of socially
conscious, environmentally-focused users. Aspiration offers accounts for spending and saving in addition to a credit
card and sustainable investing mutual fund.
Atomic FI provides consumer-facing tools to help digital banks establish or alter direct deposit relationships with
consumers, as well as provide employment and income data to aid in identity verification, credit underwriting, and
more.

Atomic FI, Inc.

Unknown

https://atomic.financial/

Bank Technology

US

Banco Inter

$52b
June 2, 2021 – BVMF:
BIDI11

https://www.bancointer.com.br/

Neo/Challenger
Bank

Brazil

Banco Inter is a challenger bank headquartered in Brazil that provides digital banking, lending, investment, and
insurance services to consumers and businesses.

Betterment

$800m
July 2017

https://www.betterment.com/

Wealth
Management/
Investing

US

Betterment is a leading wealth management app that assists with cash management, guided investing, and retirement
planning.

https://home.bluesnap.com/

Payments

US

BlueSnap is a global eCommerce payments platform with full-stack services as well as value-added services such as
AR automation, fraud and risk management, invoice management, etc. BlueSnap’s customers include eCommerce
merchants, ISV platforms, and marketplaces.

https://www.brex.com/

Neo/Challenger
Bank

US

Brex offers banking services (powered by LendingClub Bank) to businesses, including free ACH and wires, business
accounts, corporate credit cards, instant access to revenue, expense management, and more.

BlueSnap

Brex

Unknown
Raised $50m in growth
equity round; November
2014
$7.4b+
April 2021

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates; Subject to change
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Company

Valuation
(last disclosed)

Company Website

Category

https://www.cardflight.com/

Payments

Country
(primary HQ)

Unknown
CardFlight, Inc.

Chime

College Avenue Student
Loans

Raised $4.2m in Series
A; October 2015
$14.5b
September 2020

https://www.chime.com/

Neo/Challenger
Bank

US

https://www.collegeavestudentloans.com/

Lending

US

https://conductor.com.br/en/

Bank Technology

Brazil

Unknown
Conductor Technologia

Raised $150m in
funding round; October

CardFlight’s core product, SwipeSimple, is a cloud-based solution that enables merchants to turn smart phones into
card terminals, accept payments in-person, or accept payments online via a virtual terminal.
Chime is one of the largest challenger banks in the US, offering digital banking services targeted at the unbanked and

US

Unknown
Raised $30m in funding
round; April 2017

Description

underbanked, such as early direct deposit and fee-free overdraft. Chime offers spending, savings, and credit builder
accounts to its users.
College Avenue Student Loans provides a variety of student loan options for undergraduate and graduate school, as
well as refinancing options.
Conductor Technology is a Brazil-based payments company providing card issuing and banking-as-a-service
software to FinTechs, banks, and merchants across Latin America. Conductor has ~30m active account and
processes over $20b in payment volume annually.

2020
CO-OP Financial Services

N/A

https://www.co-opfs.org/

Other

US

Cred.ai

Unknown

https://cred.ai/

Credit Card

US

CO-OP Financial Services is a network of credit unions with cumulative annual transaction volume of 7.6b
transactions in 2019.
Cred.ai’s secured credit card is designed to help users build credit without the worry of overspending, excessive fees,
or interest. Designed for the unbanked and underbanked, Cred.ai enables users to get a credit card without a credit
check or credit score.

Unknown
Credit Sesame

Raised $43m in equity
and debit funding;
August 2019

https://www.creditsesame.com/

$4b
Dave

June 7, 2021 – SPAC
deal announced

https://dave.com/

Other

Neo/Challenger
Bank

US

US

Acquired by Bill.com
Divvy

(NYSE: BILL) for $2.5b

Digital River

group led by Siris Capital

B2B - AP

US

Raised $12m; February

https://www.digitalriver.com/

Payments

US

https://www.dwolla.com/

Payments

US

https://www.paywithextend.com/

Other

US

2018
Extend Enterprises, Inc.

Unknown
Raised $11m in Series A;
April 2019
$97m

Exela Technologies

June 2, 2021 –
NASDAQ: XELA

Dave began as a personal financial tools app that later expanded into digital banking with a no-fee cash advance
offering that is supported by user tips.

providing budget management and visibility tools, expense automation, subscription management, reimbursements,
etc. Divvy also offers credit solutions, including corporate credit lines and corporate cards.

Group
Unknown
Dwolla

improve their financial health.

Divvy provides spend management and expense management solutions to SMBs and midmarket businesses,
https://getdivvy.com/

June 2021
Unknown
Owned by investor

Credit Sesame is a company focused on helping its users improve their credit scores and access credit to help

SaaS – Business
https://www.exelatech.com/

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates; Subject to change

Automation
Software

US

Digital River offers eCommerce solutions including payment acceptance, tax management, fraud, and compliance
services. Digital River’s payments services are offered in partnership with Adyen, FIS, Fiserv, Worldline, and others.

Dwolla provides a platform to transfer money via ACH, real-time payments, push-to-debit, and wire to facilitate
payments to and from the organization.
Extend Enterprises enables businesses to issue and manage virtual cards on demand through a card issuer agnostic
solution.
Exela Technologies provides business process automation (BPA) solutions to more than 4,000+ customers in 50
countries, including over 60% of the Fortune 100. Exela’s solutions are used across a business, including by the
finance & accounting department, human capital management, and legal management, with industry-specific solutions
for banking, healthcare, insurance, and public sectors.
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Company

Valuation
(last disclosed)

Country

Company Website

Category

https://www.finexio.com/

B2B – AP

US

https://www.finixpayments.com/

Payments

US

(primary HQ)

Unknown
Finexio

Finix

Raised $23m in funding
round; October 2020
Unknown
Raised $75m in funding
round; August 2020

FinLync

Unknown
Raised $16m in equity
funding round; May

Data
https://www.finlync.com/

Aggregation/
Connectivity

US

https://finxact.com/

Bank Technology

US

2021
Unknown
Finxact

Flock Homes

Raised $30m in equity
funding round; January
2015
Unknown

Description
Finexio provide AP payment optimization tools that enable businesses to capture discounts by making payments ontime, earn cash back on spending, obtain zero cost financing, and extend payment terms.
Finix assists software companies to become payment facilitators and provides solutions to assist in the ongoing
management of the platform (merchant onboarding, reporting & reconciliation, chargeback & risk management, etc.).

FinLync’s apps can be installed on a company’s ERP with direct connectivity to the company’s bank to provide realtime transaction visibility and reconciliation of transactions, account balances, payment status.

Finxact has created a modern core banking platform that enables enhanced performance, scalability, and faster time to
market for new products relative to legacy platforms. Finxact’s core provides real-time banking functionality built for
both traditional banks and de novo banks.

https://www.flockhomes.com/

Real Estate

US

Flock Homes enables individuals to sell their single family homes and rental properties in exchange for and “index” of
multiple rental properties, allowing individuals to diversify their real estate holdings. Currently Flock is only available in
Colorado, but has plans to expand to other markets in coming years.

Glenbrook Partners

N/A

https://glenbrook.com/

Consulting

US

https://www.globalprocessing.com/

Issuer Processing

UK

Glenbrook Partners is an independent payments strategy consulting and research firm that is known for its textbook
“Payment Systems in the US” – the go-to resource for understanding the payments industry .

Unknown
Global Processing Services
(GPS)

Greenlight

HMBradley

Raised $56.8m in 2018
and recently received a
minority investment from
Visa
$2.3b
April 2021
Unknown
Raised $18.25m in
Series A; November
2020

and provides services for agency banking and fraud detection.

https://www.greenlightcard.com/

https://www.hmbradley.com/

Unknown

Neo/Challenger
Bank
Neo/Challenger
Bank

Buy Now, Pay

US

US

Raised "eight figures" in
Series A; March 2020

https://www.hoolah.co/sg-en/

Infinicept

Unknown

https://www.infinicept.com/

Payments

US

https://www.ingomoney.com/

Other

US

https://www.jaspercard.com/

Credit Card

US

https://www.lendingpoint.com/

Lending

US

Later

Singapore

2015
Jasper

LendingPoint

Unknown
Unknown
Raised $125m in
preferred equity; January

card with parental controls and investing capabilities.
HMBradley is a digital banking platform offering saving (deposit account) and spending (credit and debit card)
functionality.

Singapore, Malaysia and Hong Kong. Hoolah helps merchants in Asia to solve the critical challenges of generating
new customers, getting them to return, conversion and basket size by driving consumer affordability.
Infinicept helps software platforms through the process of becoming a payment facilitator and helps platforms to
manage merchant onboarding, risk and compliance requirements, reporting, and more all through a single dashboard.
Ingo Money provides consumer check cashing and instant funds disbursement services to merchants and FinTech

Unknown
Raised $12m; June

Greenlight is a challenger banking app focused on providing kids with introductory financial services such as a debit

Hoolah is one of Asia's leading omni-channel buy now pay later platforms. Headquartered in Singapore and live in

hoolah

Ingo Money

Global Processing Services (GPS) is a global issuer processing platform working with over 40 issuing banks globally
with over 100+ clients across 60 countries. GPS enables the issuance of virtual cards, MultiFX cards, and wallets,

2021

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates; Subject to change

companies to help support real-time, secure money transmission. Powered by Visa Direct, Ingo Money’s solution can
be used by banks (loan proceeds), merchants (insurance payouts, gig economy payments, etc.), and government
(stimulus) to send money quickly and easily to individuals.
Jasper is a credit card company focused on keeping consumers financially healthy by ensuring they can pay off their
credit card each month and offering large cash back rewards with no annual fee.
LendingPoint offers personal consumer loans by using internal risk models that go beyond a simple credit score to
make credit underwriting decisions.
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Company

Valuation
(last disclosed)

Company Website

Unknown
M1 Finance

Raised $75m in Series
D; March 2021

https://www.m1finance.com/

Category
Neo/Challenger
Bank

Country
(primary HQ)
US

Unknown
MineralTree

Raised $50m in Series
D; September 2020

Description
M1 Finance is a financial services app providing saving, investing, lending, and spending functionality.
MineralTree’s solution provides end-to-end AP automation with over $14b in payments processed annually across

https://www.mineraltree.com/

B2B - AP

US

over 2,000+ clients and partners. MineralTree focuses on four key industries: education, healthcare & life sciences,
non-profits, and food & beverage.

Unknown
Modulr

Raised £18.9m from
investors in May 2020

https://www.modulrfinance.com/

and £9m from PayPal in
November 2020
Unknown
Moov

Raised $27m in Series A;
December 2020

https://moov.io/

B2B – Treasury
Management

FinTech
Infrastructure

UK

Modulr is a London-based payments-as-a-service API platform designed to enable digital businesses to automate
their payment flows and embed payments into their products. Modulr’s platform works to make the AR & AP
processes more efficient and automated to allow for better control of working capital.

US

Moov provides open source, portable, modular architecture to enable businesses to send payouts to users. Their
service is designed for use by gig economy companies, insurance companies, companies that employ contractors, etc.

Unknown
NIUM

Raised an undisclosed
amount in May 2020

https://www.nium.com/

from investors including

Cross-Border
Payments

Singapore

Nium is a global, cross-border payments infrastructure company that uses its numerous licenses and regulatory
expertise across over 90 countries to help facilitate cross-border payments including remittances and cross-border
invoices, as well as providing BaaS capabilities for card issuance and multi-currency accounts.

Visa
NMI is an advanced, acquirer-agnostic gateway platform used by merchants, ISVs, and payment facilitators. NMI’s
Payments -

NMI

Unknown

https://www.nmi.com/

North American Bancard

Unknown

https://www.northamericanbancard.com/

Payments

US

https://www.novacredit.com/

Other

US

https://www.nymbus.com/

Bank Technology

US

Gateway

US

Unknown
Nova Credit Inc.

Raised $50m in Series
B; February 2020
Unknown

NYMBUS

Raised $53m in Series

Payclip

Payrix

Raised $17m in Series
C; May 2019
"Approaching $2b"
June 2021
Unknown
Raised $50m+ as of

$13.4b
April 2021

North American Bancard is the 6 th largest independent acquirer in the US with over $45b in transactions processed
annually across “hundreds of thousands” of merchants.
Nova Credit is a self-proclaimed “cross-border bureau” that helps immigrants lacking domestic credit history to obtain
access to credit by utilizing the immigrant’s international credit history.

resources required to establish a digital banking presence with products designed for loan origination, CRM,
customer onboarding, etc.
OpenFin’s Workspace product unifies financial app, data, and content from over 3,500 financial applications to

https://www.openfin.co/

Bank Technology

US

https://clip.mx/

Payments

Mexico

https://www.payrix.com/

Payments

US

https://plaid.com/

Data
Aggregation/

October 2020
Plaid

point-to-point encryption, facilitating the processing of over $100+ billion in payments volume for over 240,000+
merchants.

NYMBUS is a banking-as-a-service company that provides banks and credit unions with the technology and

C; February 2021
Unknown
Openfin

gateway is connected to over 200+ processors and provides value-added services, including fraud detection and

provide a unified work page for financial institutions. OpenFin is used by banks, asset managers, and hedge funds
ranging from small funds to global financial institutions.
PayClip (“Clip”), based in Mexico, enables merchants to turn their mobile devices into card terminals to accept
payments anywhere.
Payrix assists software platforms to embed payments and become payment facilitators by providing the
infrastructure, expertise, and management tools to operate a fully embedded payments platform from customer
onboarding and underwriting to ongoing compliance.

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates; Subject to change

Connectivity

US

Plaid enables provides data infrastructure to FinTech companies and others allowing them to access financial data
(bank account numbers, transaction data, balances, etc.) of consumers with the consumer’s permission via direct
integrations with over 11,000 financial institutions in the US.
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Company
PolicyBazaar

PPRO Financial Ltd.

Railsbank Technologies

Raisin

Ramp

Valuation
(last disclosed)
$2.4b
March 2021
$1b
January 2021
Unknown
Raised 37m in funding
round; November 2020
Unknown
Raised $114m in Series
D; February 2019
$1.6b
April 2021

Country

Company Website

Category

https://www.policybazaar.com/

Financial Services
Marketplace Insurance

India

https://www.ppro.com/

Payments

UK

https://www.railsbank.com/

https://www.raisin.com/

https://ramp.com/

Bank TechnologyEmbedded
Financial Services
Financial Services
Marketplace Savings
Credit Card –
Corporate Card

(primary HQ)

Description
PolicyBazaar, based in India, is an insurance aggregator that provides information on life insurance, health insurance,
P&C insurance, and more. PolicyBazaar effectively serves as an insurance marketplace for individuals throughout
India.
PPRO’s platform offers payment and FinTech companies direct connections to over 150 APMs via a single API and
a single contract allowing merchants and platforms to quickly expand their APM offerings.

UK

Railsbank, headquartered in London, provides access to a complete set of global financial capabilities via a single
platform, including a simple API that allows developers to embed financial services directly into their applications.

Germany

Raisin is a self-proclaimed “deposit marketplace” that helps consumers to find the most suitable savings products for
them across Europe, with over 350,000+ customers and over 710+ offers across 104 partner banks.

US

Ramp provides physical and virtual corporate cards with cash back rewards, spending controls, and real-time
reporting, giving employers greater control over their employee’s cards.

Revolut

$5.5b
February 2020

https://www.revolut.com/

Neo/Challenger
Bank

UK

Revolut is a successful UK-based challenger bank with over 15m+ personal customers and 500k+ business
customers that is supported in over 35+ countries. Revolut offers accounts featuring currency exchange, debit
cards, virtual cards, interest-bearing "vaults", commission-free stock trading, crypto, commodities, and other services.

Sardine

Unknown
Raised $4.6m seed
round; March 2021

https://www.sardine.ai/

Risk Management

US

Sardine considers itself a "Fraud-Prevention-as-a-Service" company, providing its customers with device intelligence,
enhanced payment fraud, transaction monitoring, identity verification, and account takeover prevention tools.

Securrency

$110m
April 2021

https://securrency.com/

Blockchain
Technology

US

Sightline Payments

$525m
December 2020

https://sightlinepayments.com/

Payments

US

Sila

Unknown
Raised $7.7m seed
funding; April 2020

https://silamoney.com/

Payments
Infrastructure/
Blockchain
Technology

US

Sila is built on top of the Ethereum blockchain and provides its customers with APIs to handle KYC, bank account
linking, storing and transferring money between bank accounts and white label wallets using the company’s stablecoin
SILAUSD, and automated ACH transfers utilizing Ethereum smart contracts.

https://www.silverflow.co/

Payments

Netherlands

Silverflow is a modern, cloud-native platform for global payments processing, enabling PSPs/PayFacs, banks, and
large merchants to gain direct access to card networks.

https://fattmerchant.com/

Payments

US

Stax by Fattmerchant is a payment processing platform enabling merchants to accept payments in-person, online, via
invoice, or over the phone.

https://synapsefi.com/

Bank Technology

US

Synapse is utilized by over 500+ platforms to help them open deposit accounts, credit accounts, and
cryptocurrency accounts for individuals or businesses via APIs.

Silverflow

Stax
Synapse Financial
Technologies

Unknown
Raised $3m in seed
funding; October 2020
Unknown
Raised $10.5m in Series
C; July 2018
$180m
May 2019

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates; Subject to change

Securrency’s Interoperating System is built on a decentralized core that interconnects blockchains and other systems
to provide transaction rails with a standardized compliance framework. The platform can be used to create and issue
digital assets, manage digital assets and portfolios, connect digital asset marketplaces, and automate transaction
compliance.
Sightline Payments is a leading payments company utilized by casinos and online gaming operators to provide a single
omnichannel gaming account that can be used at retail casino locations and with online/mobile gaming apps to
improve payment authorization rates and allow consumers to accumulate casino rewards across all owned gaming
properties.
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Company

Valuation
(last disclosed)

Company Website

Category

Country
(primary HQ)

Synctera

Unknown
Raised $12.4m seed
funding; December 2020

https://www.synctera.com/

Bank Technology

US

The Clearing House

N/A

https://www.theclearinghouse.org/

Payments

US

Tink

~$820m
December 2020

https://tink.com/

Data
Aggregation/
Open Banking

Sweden

https://tipalti.com/

B2B – AP

US

Tipalti

TrueLayer

Unifimoney

Varo Money

Veem

Vestwell

$2b
October 2020
Unknown
Raised $70m in funding
round; April 2021

Unknown

Unknown
Raised $63m in funding
round; February 2021
Unknown
Raised $31m in funding
round; September 2020
Unknown
Raised $30m in Series
B; April 2019

https://truelayer.com/

https://www.unifimoney.com/

Data
Aggregation/
Open Banking
Wealth
Management;
Neo/Challenger
Bank

Description
Synctera is a FinTech-as-a-service company that helps community banks provide the infrastructure and banking-as-aservice offerings used by FinTech companies to distribute financial services.
The Clearing House is a banking association that facilitates half of all commercial ACH and wire volume in the US.
The Clearing House most recently launched RTP, a real-time payments network facilitating faster payments in the
US.
Tink is an open banking company that enables financial services companies to access real-time banking transaction
data, account balances, and provide income checks. The company has also expanded into offering account-toaccount payments.
Tipalti provides products that help to automate and manage the accounts payable process including invoice and
supplier management, invoice payment, tax and VAT compliance, FX management, and more.

UK

TrueLayer is an open banking company that provides financial services companies with real-time banking data. The
company has increasingly shifted its focus to enabling account-to-account payments, enabled by open banking.

US

Unifimoney is an investing and money management app with features including auto-investing, high yield checking,
commission-free trading, cryptocurrency trading, precious metals trading, and spending (via credit card).

https://www.varomoney.com/

Neo/Challenger
Bank

US

Varo is a digital banking app and the first challenger bank to obtain a national banking charter in the US. Varo offers
checking and savings accounts, debit cards, cash advances, and more.

https://www.veem.com/

Payments

US

Veem is a B2B payments platform that focuses on SMBs and simplifying cross-border payments across multiple
payments rails (bank-based & ACH, wires, blockchain, etc.).

https://www.vestwell.com/

Wealthfront Inc.

Unknown

https://www.wealthfront.com/

Xplor Technologies

Unknown
Owned by private equity
firm Advent International

https://www.xplortechnologies.com/

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates; Subject to change

Retirement
Account
Management
Wealth
Management/
Investing

Payments

US

US

US

Vestwell offers turnkey 401k and retirement plans to employers, financial advisors, and other entities. Vestwell
integrates with multiple payroll providers to make the process eaasy. Additionally, they leverage technology to offer
employees a more personalized investment experience.
Wealthfront is a US-based robo-advisor, digital bank, and now lender. The firm was founded on its robo-advisor and
added a debit account and lending. The robo-advisor offers a tailor made portfolio based on members' risk tolerance,
age, time to retirement and financial goals.
Xplor Technologies, the company formed by the merger of Transaction Services Group (TSG) and Clearent,
provides software and payments solutions for select verticals, including boutique wellness, education, field services,
health & fitness, and personal services. The company serves over 82,000+ businesses and processes over $27b in
volumes.
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Companies Mentioned (Price as of 17-Jun-2021)
ACI Worldwide Inc (ACIW.OQ, $38.67)
Adyen (ADYEN.AS, €1902.6)
Affirm Holdings (AFRM.OQ, $69.39)
Afterpay (APT.AX, A$107.47)
Alliance Data (ADS.N, $107.03)
Alphabet (GOOGL.OQ, $2434.87)
Amazon com Inc. (AMZN.OQ, $3489.24)
American Express Co. (AXP.N, $162.13)
Apple Inc (AAPL.OQ, $131.79)
Banco Inter (BIDI11.SA, R$69.29)
Bancorp (TBBK.OQ, $25.31)
Bank of America Corp. (BAC.N, $39.8)
Citigroup Inc. (C.N, $68.86)
Coinbase Global (COIN.OQ, $230.66)
Discover Financial Services (DFS.N, $117.26)
EVO Payments (EVOP.OQ, $27.73)
Euronet Worldwid (EEFT.OQ, $143.35)
Facebook Inc. (FB.OQ, $336.51)
Fidelity National Information Services Inc (FIS.N, $145.87)
Fiserv (FISV.OQ, $109.05)
FleetCor Technologies, Inc. (FLT.N, $263.0)
Flywire (FLYW.OQ, $32.44)
Freedom Hldg (FRHC.PK, $2.3)
Global Payments (GPN.N, $193.27)
Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. (GS.N, $361.5)
Green Dot Corporation (GDOT.N, $49.49)
I3 Verticals (IIIV.OQ, $30.98)
JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPM.N, $151.76)
Jack Henry & Associates (JKHY.OQ, $163.19)
Lightspeed POS (LSPD.N, $77.5)
Live Oak (LOB.OQ, $55.98)
Lyft (LYFT.OQ, $58.8)
MFG (CASH.OQ, $52.17)
Marqeta (MQ.OQ, $29.7)
MasterCard Inc. (MA.N, $367.29)
NCR (NCR.N, $45.05)
Nuvei Corp (NVEIu.TO, $71.49)
PNC Financial Services Group (PNC.N, $182.45)
PagSeguro Digital Ltd. (PAGS.N, $53.59)
PayPal (PYPL.OQ, $278.11)
Paya Holdings (PAYA.OQ, $10.96)
PennyMac Mortgage Investment Trust (PMT.N, $20.83)
Q2 Holdings (QTWO.N, $104.04)
Repay Holdings (RPAY.OQ, $24.73)
Rocket Companies (RKT.N, $19.72)
Sezzle (SZL.AX, A$8.24)
Shift4 Payments (FOUR.N, $98.27)
Shopify Inc. (SHOP.N, $1449.27)
SoFi Technologies (SOFI.OQ, $22.7)
Splitit (SPT.AX, A$0.6)
Square (SQ.N, $236.13)
StoneCo (STNE.OQ, $66.31)
T. Rowe Price Group (TROW.OQ, $192.95)
Temenos (TEMN.S, SFr149.7)
Tencent Holdings (0700.HK, HK$599.0)
U.S. Bancorp (USB.N, $55.72)
Uber (UBER.N, $49.7)
United Wholesale (UWMC.N, $9.87)
Visa Inc. (V.N, $232.15)
WEX (WEX.N, $199.36)
Wells Fargo & Company (WFC.N, $42.79)
Worldline (WLN.PA, €81.24)
Zip Co (Z1P.AX, A$7.41)
Zoom Video Communications (ZM.OQ, $372.95)
loanDepot, Inc. (LDI.N, $13.1)

Disclosure Appendix
Analyst Certification
Timothy Chiodo, CFA, Moshe Orenbuch, Craig Siegenthaler, CFA, Marcelo Telles, CFA, Ashish Gupta, Jon Peace, Daniel Federle and Susan
Roth Katzke each certify, with respect to the companies or securities that the individual analyzes, that (1) the views expressed in this report
accurately reflect his or her personal views about all of the subject companies and securities and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is or
will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in this report.
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